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Abstract

The unique structure of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) contributes to their distinguished properties, making them useful in nanotechnology. CNTs have been explored for energy transport in next-generation, such as light-emitting diodes, field-effect transistors, and phonon wave guides due to their high axial electrical and thermal conductivity. Also, their sub-nanometer scale with atomically smooth surfaces is promising for selective mass transport in nanoscale, such as molecular transport, selective gas permeation, and nanofluidics.

The first part of this thesis considers CNTs as substrates for guided chemical reactivity and thermal waves for energy generation. Coupling an exothermic chemical reaction with a nanowire possessing a high axial thermal conductivity creates a self-propagating reactive wave. Such waves are realized using a 7-nm cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine (TNA) annular shell around a CNT and are amplified by $10^4$ times the bulk TNA value, propagating more than 2 m/s, with an effective thermal conductivity of $1.28 \pm 0.2$ kW/m/K at 2860 K. Thermally excited carriers in the direction of the propagating reaction produces a concomitant electrical pulse of high specific power, as large as 7 kW/kg, that we identify as a thermopower wave. The specific power increases with a decreasing system size, resulting in usually efficient sub-micron and nano-sized pulse power sources.

In the second portion, we develop a nanopore platform using the interior of a single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) for study of single ion transport. Such pores can undergo a resonance in ion transport such that coherent waveforms are generated (CR). The asymmetric electrostatic barriers at their ends show that above the threshold bias, traversing the nanopore end is not rate limiting and that the pore blocking behavior of two parallel nanotubes follows an idealized Markov process. We report two channels undergoing this CR simultaneously, the dynamics of ion transport for different cations (Li+, Na+, K+, Cs+) and the effect of varying the applied voltage on transport across the SWNT channel. Finally, the diameter and temperature dependence (1-2 nm) of ion transport shows the distinct trend in dwell time and blockade current that study its transfer mechanism by proton 'hop' and 'turn', and single ion transport.
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1. Introduction, Background and Thesis Objectives

1.1. Introduction to Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)

Elemental carbon can be classified into different allotropes based on the nature of its bonding. The chemical bonding of the well-known diamond consists of sp$^3$ hybridization in a tetrahedral lattice arrangement. In graphite, carbon forms sp$^2$ hybridization in two-dimensional sheets of a hexagonal lattice called graphene, which are stacked on top of each other, bound by weak van der Waals forces. Elemental carbon in sp$^2$ hybridization can form many other intriguing structures, like the cylindrical shape seen in carbon nanotubes (CNTs). In 1991, Iijima first found tens of graphitic shells with an adjacent shell separation of $\sim 0.34$ nm, diameters of $\sim 1$ nm and a high length-to-diameter ratio, which came to be known as multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs).

Two years later, Iijima, Ichihashi and Bethune et al. synthesized what are now known as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). The SWNT consists of a graphene sheet seamlessly wrapped into a cylindrical tube. The MWNT comprises an array of such nanotubes that are concentrically nested like rings of a tree trunk. The diameter of a CNT is on the order of a few nanometers, approximately $5 \times 10^4$ times smaller than the width of a human hair, while its tube length can be up to several millimeters. Therefore, their length-to-diameter ratio (aspect ratio) can be up to $10^8:1$, which is significantly larger than any other material. Unlike graphite that exists in 3-D bulk, the cylindrical arrangement of an ultra-thin carbon layer constitutes a 1-D cylinder.
1.1.1. CNT Basic Structure

The structure of CNTs has been verified by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) techniques. The structure of a SWNT can be conceptualized by 'rolling up' an atomic layer of graphene and 'gluing' in back to itself to form a seamless cylinder. Since graphene comprises an infinite atomic sheet, there are many ways of matching up the carbon atoms along the edge to construct a CNT.
Figure 1.2. Formation and structure of CNTs (a): A graphene sheet is chosen to be rolled up in such a way that the chiral vector \( \overrightarrow{OA} \) will end up on top of each other. Also shown are the hexagonal unit vectors \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) that span the infinite honeycomb crystal lattice. The angle \( \theta \) is the *chiral angle*. (b): Each pair of integers \((n, m)\) denotes a CNT created by joining the points \((0,0)\) and \((n, m)\). The encircled dots denote metallic CNTs, and the small dots are for semiconducting CNTs.

In Figure 1.2a, the choice of a vector \( \overrightarrow{OA} \) in the plane specifies a particular direction for rolling the sheet. \( \overrightarrow{OA} \) is called the *chiral vector* and denoted by a pair of integer indices \((n,m)\) where \( O-A = na_1 + ma_2 \). The segment \( O-A \) will constitute the circumference of the tube, and the tube axis will be along \( O-B \) (or \( A-B' \)), the length of which can be chosen arbitrarily. The diagram is constructed for \((4,2)\) nanotube. Symmetry shows that we only need to consider \( n>m \) because \((2,4)\) nanotube will have the same circumference as \((4,2)\) nanotube. A particular choice of \((n,m)\) uniquely determines the diameter of a CNT. The diameter \( d_t \) is given by:

\[
d_t = \frac{\sqrt{3}a_{C-C}\sqrt{m^2+mn+n^2}}{\pi} = \frac{C_h}{\pi}
\]

(1-1)

where \( C_h \) is the length of its circumference and \( a_{C-C} \) refers to the C–C bond length (=1.42Å).

The chiral angle is given by

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\sqrt{3}n}{2m+n}\right)
\]

(1-2)
It turns out that in the actual synthesis process, SWNTs cannot take a diameter larger than \(~5\) nm, putting a practical upper bound on the \((n,m)\) indices. The diameter of the outermost cylinder of MWNTs can range up to \(~80\) nm. Figure 1.2b shows some of the possible small CNTs that can be created. The tubes with \(m=0\) are called zigzag \((\theta=0)\) and the tubes with \(n=m\) are called armchair \((\theta=30^\circ)\). Other nanotubes are called chiral \((0<\theta<30^\circ)\). The names armchair and zigzag simply reflect the shape of the open edges of the CNTs (Figure 1.3). The \((n,m)\) indices also determine the electronic type for CNTs. For a given choice of \(n\) and \(m\), if \(n-m\) is a multiple of 3, that CNT is metallic. If \(n-m\) is not a multiple of 3, then it is semiconducting (Figure 1.2b).

![Figure 1.3](image)

**Figure 1.3.** The distinct shapes\(^3\) of the armchair (a), zigzag (b) and chiral (c) CNTs.
1.1.2. Synthesis of CNTs via Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

There are different methods of synthesizing CNTs, including arc discharge, laser ablation, high pressure carbon monoxide (HiPCO), and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Of all, CVD is the most effective method for the controlled structures of CNTs because it allows for a relatively desirable yield, producing vertically aligned, rather than randomly oriented, CNTs with little defect (Figure 1.4). CVD takes a bottom-up approach, in which the 'root' catalysts of metal-nanoparticles are exposed to carbon sources at a high temperature to give rise to CNT 'stems'. First, a substrate is prepared with a layer of metal catalyst particles, such as nickel, cobalt, iron, or a combination of these, and is heated to approximately 700°C. Then, two kinds of gases are bled into the reactor: a process gas, such as ammonia, argon, and nitrogen, which constitutes the surrounding atmosphere and an actual hydrocarbon source, such as acetylene, ethylene, ethanol or methane. Subsequently, in a process called pyrolysis, the hydrogen carbon source is decomposed by plasma or resistivity metal coil and is made to contact with the metal catalyst to initiate the growth of CNTs.

![Figure 1.4. Comparison of grown CNTs in CVD and other methods.](image)

(a) Highly, vertically aligned SWNTs fabricated by CVD. (b) Unaligned, mixed SWNTs produced by arc discharge
In 2006, Brukh and Mitra studied reaction pathways of CVD with C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} as the carbon precursor.\textsuperscript{10} It is now commonly accepted that ethylene goes through the following reactions to produce elemental carbon. First, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} decomposes to form acetylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}) via:

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_4(g) \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_2(g) + \text{H}_2(g) \quad \text{(1-3)} \]

Acetylene then reacts with hydrogen radical (H) to form vinyl radical (CH\textsubscript{3}) and elemental carbon (C), which will end up as either CNTs or non-tubular carbon:

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_2(g) + \text{H}(g) \rightarrow \text{CH}_3(g) + \text{C}(g) \quad \text{(1-4)} \]

It turns out that the identity of CNT formation does not solely depend on the nature of hydrocarbon source, but it also depends on other parameters, such as properties and composition method of the metal catalyst, metal-support interactions, and reaction conditions like temperature, pressure, inert/hydrocarbon gas ratio and gas flow rate.\textsuperscript{8} However, with present technology, researchers have limited control of the parameters, making it difficult to synthesize one specific type of CNT exclusively. Thus, a proper identification process is needed to extract the target CNT from a mix of all sorts of newly synthesized CNTs.

1.2. Carbon Nanotubes Properties

The unique structure of CNTs contributes to their distinguished thermal and electrical properties, making them potentially useful in nanotechnology, electronics, optics and other fields of materials science. Especially, CNTs have been explored as the main components of energy transport in next-generation devices, such as light-emitting diode (LED), field-effect transistor (FET), thermal rectifier\textsuperscript{11}, and phonon wave guide\textsuperscript{12} due to their high axial electrical
conductivity\textsuperscript{13-14} and thermal conductivity\textsuperscript{15-17} in high aspect ratio, 1-D structures\textsuperscript{18-19}. Also, sub-nanometer scale with the atomically smooth surfaces\textsuperscript{20} have proposed CNTs as ideal candidates for mass transport in nanoscale, such as molecular transport, selective gas permeation, and nanofluidics.

\subsection*{1.2.1. CNTs Thermal Properties}

Thermal properties of a substance can be explained by a combination of phonon effects and electron excitations at varying temperatures. In quantum mechanics, phonon refers to a quasiparticle characterized by lattice vibrations of periodic and elastic crystal structures of solids, similar to the mechanism of spring oscillation.\textsuperscript{21-22} In CNTs, phonon effects dominate thermal properties, especially at low temperatures, where the contribution of electron energy levels becomes insignificant. This section will thus focus primarily on the phonon effects, and the electron excitations in CNTs will be discussed in greater detail in the next section.

At moderate temperatures, the phonon contribution to the specific heat\textsuperscript{23} is given by:

\begin{equation}
C_{ph} = \frac{3k_B^2T}{nv\hbar\rho_m} \times \frac{1}{3} \pi^2
\end{equation}

where $h$: Planck's constant, $\rho_m$: mass per unit length of CNT, $k_B$: Boltzmann constant, $T$: temperature in Kelvin, $v$: acoustic phonon velocity ($\approx 10^4$ m/s).\textsuperscript{21} Acoustic phonon velocity refers to the rate at which phonons propagate in CNTs. At low temperatures, CNTs have an electronic heat capacity that is linear in temperature, with a magnitude given by:

\begin{equation}
C_e = \frac{4\pi k_B^2 T}{3\hbar v_F \rho_m}
\end{equation}
Fermi velocity. Fermi velocity refers to the fastest velocity of electrons in the conducting CNT with a kinetic energy equal to the Fermi energy, or the highest occupied quantum state. The ratio between the phonon and electron specific heats at low temperature can be calculated as:

\[
\frac{C_{ph}}{C_e} \approx \frac{v_F}{v} \approx 10^2
\]

(1-7)

The phonon contribution will dominate the electron contribution by a hundred-fold at low temperatures. Figure 1.5 shows that the specific heats of four carbon-based materials diverge substantially at lower temperatures. In the low temperature region, their distinct phonon structures uniquely determine their specific heats, because quantum effects, specifically, the phonon effects dominate their thermal interactions. \(C(T)\) of isolated CNT is linear in \(T\), marking a direct signature of the 1-D phonon structure. Interlayer couplings in graphite and similar intertube-couplings in strongly bundled SWNTs (rope) depresses the \(C(T)\) at low temperatures. In 3-D bulk form, the carriers of thermal energy are more likely to diffract in different directions, making it easier to diffuse heat, lowering the specific heat. At temperatures above \(\sim 100\) K, the specific heats of all four materials are less distinguished from one another despite their distinct phonon structures because other molecular-level excitation factors outweigh the low-scale quantum effect. The graph predicts that the four different materials will all share a similar heat capacity at room temperature. The calculation of the heat capacity is essential in proving the clearly superior thermal conductivity of CNTs,

\[
\kappa = \frac{1}{3} (\rho c_v) v \lambda
\]

(1-8)

where \(C_v\) : heat capacity, \(v\) : particle velocity, \(\lambda\) : mean free path. Mean free path refers to the longest distance a phonon can advance without “colliding” into another particle. The value for
the mean free path of CNTs is significantly higher than that of any other bulk system because the CNTs’ 1-D structure allows for “ballistic thermal transport” in which phonons are less likely to collide with one another over 0.5-1.5 μm. 24 When compared with 3-D graphite or even other non-carbon substances, the extraordinarily long mean free path of CNTs serves as a deciding factor resulting in their superior heat conductivity. Indeed, heat conductivity of CNTs mounts up to over 3000 W/mK, while that of most metals resides within ~400 W/mK range. 25 Due to these unique thermal properties, some researchers tried to use CNTs for special thermal applications, such as solid state thermal rectifier 26 and micro cooling devices.

Figure 1.5. Thermal properties in carbon materials. 21 The graph shows the calculated specific heat of graphene, isolated SWNTs, graphite, and strongly coupled, graphite-like SWNT bundles at varying temperatures. The solid points represent the measured specific heat of a bulk sample of SWNTs. 21
1.2.2. CNTs Electrical Properties

The unique electronic properties of CNTs are also largely attributed to their 1-D character. Generally, resistance occurs when an electron collides with some defect or the boundary of the crystal structure of the material through which it is passing. Such collisions deflect or scatter the electron from its path. In a 3-D conductor, electrons have plenty of opportunities to scatter at any angle, which results in high electrical resistance. In 1-D CNT conductor, however, electrons go through one-dimensional-transport, in which they can travel only forward or backward, resulting in limited scattering, and thus very low resistance and high electric conductivity. CNTs can carry the highest current density of any known material, measured as high as $10^9$ A/cm$^2$. As mentioned earlier, CNTs may be metallic or semiconducting, depending on their (n,m) indices. Generally, in metal, there is no energy barrier for electrons, and therefore any amount of voltage is enough to initiate electric current. In the case of semiconductor, however, there is a threshold voltage that sparks the free movement of otherwise stagnant electrons and holes, the two main carriers of electric flow. Superior electronic properties of CNTs make them a promising alternative to the conventional semiconducting materials. Indeed, CNT-based transistors have effective electronic transport and fast-speed due to their one-dimensional-transport. Additionally, the low dimension of CNTs allows for significant reduction in size of the devices, resulting in smaller integration and ultimately enhancing power efficiency. Electronic gadgets made from CNT transistors also feature reduced heat generation and significantly lower weight per volume, making them more desirable for customer demands. Also, Kong et al demonstrated chemical sensors based on individual SWNTs. Upon exposure to gaseous molecules including the explosive NO group molecules, the electrical resistance of a semiconducting SWNT was found to dramatically increase or decrease. These nanotube sensors
exhibit a fast response and a substantially higher sensitivity than that of existing solid-state sensors at room temperature. An individual nanotube can be used to detect many different types of molecules. The selectivity is achieved by adjusting the electrical gate to set the SWNT in an initial conducting or insulating state.\textsuperscript{29}
1.3. Thesis Motivation and Objectives

The goals of this work can be divided into two areas. The first area is to design and develop new and effective nanomaterials for chemical to electrical energy conversion with high specific power (energy transport). The second area is to prove single ion transport and characterize the detailed phenomena in nanofluidic ion channels (mass transport). Applying unique properties of CNTs is the key to promote the fundamental understanding and explore a new class of application for both topics. Specifically, the objectives accomplished in here are:

1. Energy transport
   
   a. Design and synthesize new nanostructures, CNTs encased in combustible fuel annular coating.
   
   b. Simulate, and evaluate enhanced 1-D chemical reaction propagation along CNT with chemical fuels.
   
   c. Realize and measure the generation of electrical energy by 1-D chemical reaction along CNT in the manner of its magnitude of energy and specific power. Study the phenomena with moving thermal gradient in comparison with static, conventional TE effect.
   
   d. Study other interesting results with exothermic, 1-D chemical reaction with annular coating of fuel around CNTs.

2. Mass transport

   a. Develop a new platform to realize ion transport in high aspect ratio SWNTs.

   b. Study dynamics of single ion transport, such as threshold voltage and ion mobility through SWNT nanopore.

   c. Detect the transport of various molecules, such as cations (K+, Li+, Na+, Cs+)

   d. Study the SWNTs diameter effect on ion transport driven by an applied electric field
2. Part I. Energy Transport within Carbon Nanotubes : Thermopower Wave

2.1. Introduction to Thermopower Wave

Especially, in MEMS and NEMS devices, the relatively large volume and mass of power source is the big barrier to shrink the size of devices, and use them in many practical applications, while other components can be utilized in extremely small scale. There has been much of research about power sources, such as battery, capacitor, thermoelectrics, but still, the power level, and size are not applicable in small devices. For example, in smart dust device, battery size occupies over half of total volume and mass. So, there have been needs to develop shrinkable, minuscule power source with high power density for MEMS and NEMS devices.

2.1.1. Principle of Thermoelectric (TE) Energy Conversion

German physicist Thomas Johan Seebeck, with the discovery of the phenomena that bears his name, is considered the father of thermoelectricity. Seebeck stumbled upon his discovery by creating a circuit composed of two divergent metals, with junctions at different temperatures that would retract a compass magnet – the detector of electrical current for 19th century physicists. Uncertain of what he had discovered, Seebeck initially believed his effect contributed to magnetism; however, he soon realized an electrical current was produced causing the deflection of the magnet. Today, the theory of the thermoelectric (TE) effect is largely understood and constitutes the direct conversion of a nominally steady-state temperature gradient to electrical current, or the corresponding reverse process. The charge carriers in metals and semiconductors, such as electrons or holes, diffuse from the hotter side to the colder side or the other way when a temperature gradient is applied (Figure 2.1a). A temperature difference at the
junction of two electrodes generates an electrical current as per the Seebeck effect. Conversely, an electrical current drives a temperature gradient in the reverse (or Peltier) effect.

Figure 2.1. Thermoelectric devices VS. thermopower wave. (a) Schematic of measurement of conventional TE effect (top) \textsuperscript{30-31} and core/shell nanostructure launching a thermopower wave (bottom). Scanning electron microscopic images of microdevices for thermal transport measurements of (b) individual multiwalled nanotubes (MWNT) \textsuperscript{32} and (c) single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT). \textsuperscript{15} (d) Comparison of TE power generation (MWNT bulk materials, individual SWNT, individual MWNT, and graphite) between 0 K and 958 K. \textsuperscript{33} Linear fitting was used on the basis of experimental data.
There are several driving forces that determine the current density through a conductor.

The electric field and chemical potential contribute to the current proportional to the conductivity of the solid. Onsager reminds us that there is a driving force related to the temperature gradient across the conductor, and the resulting current is proportional to a coefficient, \( L_{12} \).

Current density:
\[
J_e = \sigma \left( E + \frac{\mu}{e} \right) - L_{12} \nabla T
\]  

(2-1)

For \( J_e = 0 \):
\[
E = \frac{L_{12}}{\sigma} \nabla T, \quad \Gamma_s = \frac{L_{12}}{\sigma}
\]  

(2-2)

Here, \( \sigma \) is the conductivity, \( E \) is the electric field, \( \mu \) is the chemical potential, \( L_{12} \) is the Onsager coefficient, \( T \) is the temperature, and \( \frac{L_{12}}{\sigma} \) is the seebeck coefficient.

At zero current density, one can calculate the electric field that is induced across the conductor subjected to a temperature gradient and it is proportional to \( L_{12}/\sigma \). This parameter is also called the Seebeck coefficient, \( \Gamma_s \). For one-dimensional conductors, an induced voltage is calculated from a generic temperature gradient via

\[
V = \int_{T_C}^{T_H} \Gamma_s dT
\]  

(2-3)

or if \( \Gamma_s \) is constant and the gradient linear,

\[
V = \Gamma_s (T_H - T_C)
\]  

(2-4)

Here, \( V \) is the voltage developed, \( T_H \) is the hot, and \( T_C \) is the cold boundary condition of the junction. A TE figure of merit, a criterion of performance of TE materials, is derived from

\[
Z = \frac{\Gamma_s^2 \sigma}{k}
\]  

(2-5)
Here, k is thermal conductivity of the conductor. Conventional TE devices generate power in the ranges of μW to mW and find applications\textsuperscript{34} in heat pumps, refrigeration, and aerospace applications. Efficiencies are generally acknowledged to be low, limiting widespread application\textsuperscript{35}.

\subsection*{2.1.2. TE Effect in Nanostructured Materials}

In recent years, nanostructured materials have played a central role in advancing TE figures of merit\textsuperscript{36}. Theoretical and experimental studies have been conducted to nanoscale heat transfer\textsuperscript{37} and electronic properties\textsuperscript{38} of TE materials. Bulk nanostructured materials have been strong candidates for next generation of TE field because these are compatible with existing TE system\textsuperscript{39}. Many types of quantum wells, wires and dots have been studied for new TE materials\textsuperscript{40}. Recently, researchers have made the composite materials with nanostructure and bulk samples\textsuperscript{41}. Among many nano materials, bismuth-based materials\textsuperscript{42} have been strong candidates for an efficient TE system. Boukai \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{43} and Li \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{44} measured TE properties of individual Bi nanowire, and fabricated Bi nanotube arrays, respectively. Bismuth telluride bulk alloys\textsuperscript{45}, thin films\textsuperscript{46-47}, nanowires\textsuperscript{48-49}, and its derivatives\textsuperscript{50} have captivated the interests of researchers as promising materials for TE applications. Bismuth antimony-based structures\textsuperscript{51-53} were also studied for high figure of merit TE materials. In other materials, rough silicon nanowires\textsuperscript{54} and doped silicon nanowires\textsuperscript{55-56} have overcome low figure of merit of bulk silicon. Si/Ge superlattice\textsuperscript{57} and core/shell\textsuperscript{58} nanowires have also been regarded as efficient candidates. Lee \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{59} investigated wide band gap semiconducting nanowires like ZnO and GaN. Other nanostructured materials like PbTe\textsuperscript{60}, PbSe\textsuperscript{61}, InSb\textsuperscript{62}, and InAs\textsuperscript{63} have promises as well. The literatures contain many emerging nano/MEMS fabrications\textsuperscript{64-65} and devices\textsuperscript{66} utilizing the TE
effect for various applications. Among one-dimensional conductors, including conjugated polymers and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), Seebeck coefficients are generally too small for practical application, as shown in Table 2.1, largely excluding these materials as viable candidates for TE devices.

Table 2.1. Conductivities and Seebeck coefficients for example conjugated polymers and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Conductivity (S/cm)</th>
<th>Seebeck Coefficient (μV/K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3OT</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT-NOI</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWNT</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNTs have been explored as components of TE devices due to their high axial thermal conductivity (3000 W/m/K) and electrical conductivity (10000 S/cm) in high aspect ratio, one-dimensional structures. The typical device for measuring thermoelectricity is composed of TE materials between hot and cold boundaries with metal contacts connected to a temperature controller (Figure 2.1a). A multimeter or oscilloscope can then measure the Seebeck voltage, current, and resistance. Hone et al. measured the TE power of crystalline ropes of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT). Kim et al. and Yu et al. were the first to measure thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient in an individual multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT) and a SWNT, respectively (Figure 2.1b, c). These measurements were in the temperature range of 10 K to 300 K. Zhang et al. then extended this work by comparing MWNT bundles with
individual MWNT and SWNT up to 958 K (Figure 2.1d). Even though the Seebeck coefficients of both types of nanotubes are higher than graphite, MWNT bundles demonstrated relatively lower Seebeck coefficients than individual MWNT and SWNT due to the low charge carrier concentration that can freely move in bulk materials. Doped CNTs have also been considered as candidates to enhance the TE effect.\textsuperscript{69-71} However, the overall TE figures of merit of CNTs have not been competitive in comparison to renowned TE materials such as bismuth telluride (287 \textmu V/K)\textsuperscript{44,46,48}, silicon nanowires\textsuperscript{55}, or Bi\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3}/Sb\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3} superlattices (243 \textmu V/K)\textsuperscript{72}.

Lately, new mixed structures of CNTs and other materials, as well as integration in MEMS devices, have been receiving engineering attention. It was reported that the Seebeck coefficient of CNTs coated with polyaniline (Figure 2.2a) was remarkably higher than both of their bulk parent samples (Figure 2.2b)\textsuperscript{73}. Dau et al.\textsuperscript{74} made a CNT/Au junction for a micro-TE device and evaluated its performance (Figure 2.2c, d). However, the TE performance of CNTs lags significantly behind their inorganic counterparts (nanowires) despite these advances. The simultaneously high phonon and electron conductivities in CNTs, combined with their low Seebeck coefficients, limit their use in these applications.
2.1.3. Concept of Chemically Driven CNT-guided Self-Propagating Waves

The classical theory of heat conduction predicts that self-propagating chemical waves are possible when a non-linear source term, activated by temperature, is coupled to an exothermic reactive material that is also the heat conductor. The resulting wave velocity that radiates isotropically is known to vary exponentially with the inverse adiabatic reaction temperature, a fundamental material property. Such waves were first studied theoretically in 1938 by Zel’dovich and Frank-Kamenetskii, and experimentally verified for a wide range of technological applications, such as propulsion, chemical synthesis and combustion. The
emergence of nanotube and nanowire systems, where phonons are quantum confined and scattering processes are minimized, has resulted in observations of thermal conductivity that are exceedingly high. The properties of such systems are surprisingly invariant to mechanical deformation, even showing thermal rectification for anisotropically loaded specimens. The question of how such systems support or modify a neighboring reaction wave has thus far been unexplored. It is known, for example, that only the thermal conductivity in the vicinity of the narrow reaction zone contributes to wave propagation. If the phonon mean free path becomes commensurate with the length of this zone, a possibility for many one dimensional nanotube systems, an enormous acceleration of the reactive wave may result. This thesis demonstrates the existence of such accelerated thermal waves and introduce a new phenomenon that results from their effect on carrier propagation, namely concomitant thermopower waves that yield a substantial specific power from a micro- or nano-scale source.

2.1.4. Design of Thermopower Wave in CNTs

The challenge with conventional TE devices is maintaining a large thermal gradient while allowing a large electrical current to flow through the interface. In devices designed to harvest electrical power from waste heat, the goal of materials scientists has been to select materials that conduct heat primarily as phonons but block their propagation across an interface where electrical conduction is large. An alternate means of creating a large thermal gradient, even in a material that conducts both heat and electrical current well, is to create a self-sustaining reaction wave, called as thermopower wave. This can be achieved by thermally coupling an exothermic fuel with an anisotropic heat conductor, as depicted schematically in Figure 3a. The suggested structure is annular coating of energetic fuel on nanowire shape. In this design,
nanowire is a thermal conduit for 1d chain reaction. It forms anisotropic reaction along its length axis and enhances the reaction velocity by means of fast thermal transport. When this material is ignited at one end, the released heat energy is transferred into both of CNTs and energetic material. But, most energetic material (fuel) has low thermal conductivity in the range of 0.05 to 0.3 w/mK, and the reaction speed is not fast. In this design, CNTs can make fast heat transfer along its length axis, and this heat will be transferred into exothermic fuel before the reaction. By this mechanism, this reaction will be accelerated as the anisotropic reaction in attached energetic fuel layer.

Figure 2.3. Schematic of a coaxial nanocomposite for anisotropic reaction waves. An exothermic chemical fuel is wrapped around a thermal conduit, such as a nanotube or nanowire. Initiation at one end of the conduit induces a one-dimensional chain reaction with amplified velocity due to fast thermal transport in the conduit.

2.2. Synthesis of Thermopower Wave Materials

We verified the existence of thermopower waves experimentally by creating both isolated and aligned arrays of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) encased in a 7-nm-thick cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine (TNA) annular coating (Figure 2.4). The synthesis procedure is
based on a wet impregnation of a 90-mM TNA in acetonitrile solution into pre-synthesized vertically aligned MWNT arrays.

![Diagram of TNA layer around carbon nanotube (CNT) with heat release and ignition.](image)

**Figure 2.4.** An accelerated, anisotropic reaction wave of TNA confined to an annular region around a nanotube thermal waveguide. Ignition at one end of TNA-CNT results in an exothermic reaction and heat transfer along the length of the CNT, with feedback creating an anisotropic reaction wave of amplified velocity.

### 2.2.1. Synthesis of Vertically Aligned CNTs by CVD

Vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes (VAMWNT) were synthesized by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method in a horizontal quartz tube furnace with an inner diameter of 29 mm. Catalyst layers, 0.5 – 1 nm Fe and 10 nm Al₂O₃, were deposited on a silicon
wafer by electron beam evaporation. Ethylene (C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}) was the carbon source. Hydrogen (H\textsubscript{2}) and argon (Ar) were used as catalytic and carrier gases, respectively. The gases were preheated by a tungsten filament (12 – 14 amps) to induce the decomposition of the hydrocarbons. The key steps in this fabrication process are described below.

a. For 28 minutes, the furnace temperature was increased from 25 to 750 °C with Ar gas flow (400 sccm).

b. Next, the temperature was maintained at 750 °C for 10 minutes while H\textsubscript{2} (100 sccm) and Ar (400 sccm) were injected. During this process, the Fe layer changed form to Fe nanoparticles.

c. C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} (147 sccm), H\textsubscript{2} (100 sccm) and Ar (400 sccm) were introduced into the furnace at 750 °C and 1 atm. To grow 22 nm-diameter MWNT, bubbling water (50 sccm) was injected for 1 minute every 15 minutes or continuously to decrease amorphous carbon production and increase the straightness of MWNT. For 13 nm-diameter MWNT, water was not injected. As shown in Figure 2.5a, SEM confirmed that the final lengths of MWNT were similar and that pulsed water injection resulted in well aligned VAMWNT. Figure 2.6 shows the comparison between 22 nm-diameter MWNT and 13 nm-diameter MWNT. The method for growing 13 nm-diameter MWNT has a lower degree of alignment and a higher quantity of amorphous carbon compared to the 22 nm sample.

d. At the end of the CVD process, the Ar flow rate was decreased to 50–100 sccm in order to weaken bonding between the MWNT array and substrate and create a free-standing aligned MWNT array.
Figure 2.5. Microscopic images of VAMWNT. (a) Scanning electron microscopic images of nanotubes synthesized using water injection method. Cross-section is 5 x 5 mm and average height is 3 to 5 mm. (b) Transmission microscopic images. Inner diameter is 7 to 8 nm, and outer diameter is 11 to 13 nm. (c) Chemical vapor deposition set up for CNT growth.
Figure 2.6. Scanning electron microscope images of VAMWNT with (22 nm-diameter MWNT) or without water-assisted method (13 nm-diameter MWNT). (a) Tilted view of VAMWNT without water-assisted method. A great deal of amorphous carbon exists on the top surface. (b) Tilted view of VAMWNT with water-assisted method. The top surface of the VAMWNT is clear. (c) Side view of VAMWNT without water-assisted method. The array is relatively poorly aligned. (d) Side view of VAMWNT with water-assisted method. The array is relatively well aligned. All scale bars indicate 1 μm.

The resulting films were 3 to 5 mm tall on a silicon wafer approximately 5x5 mm in cross-section (Figure 2.5a). The MWNT were either dispersed as individual nanotubes for characterization or kept in an array form for further reaction testing. We calculated the porosity of the VAMWNT using a previously published protocol. The mass and volume of the VAMWNT were measured directly. The information about tube diameter and number of walls was obtained from TEM images (Figure 2.5b). The 22 nm-MWNT had an average of ten walls, an inner radius of 7.6 nm, and an outer radius of 11 nm, giving them a cross-sectional area of
197.6 nm². The porosity was estimated as 99%. Alternative growth conditions (Furnace tube diameter: 29 mm, Fe: 0.5 nm, Al₂O₃: 20 nm, C₂H₄: 30 sccm, H₂: 55 sccm, Ar: 150 sccm) produced 13 nm-diameter MWNT with an average of nine walls. TEM images are shown in Figure. 2.5b. The inner radius was 3.4 nm and outer radius was 6.5 nm. The cross-sectional area was 96.4 nm² and the porosity was 97%.

2.2.2. Method for Wrapping Exothermic Fuel Layer around CNTs

A subsequent sodium azide (NaN₃)/water solution applied after wet impregnation allowed for facile initiation after drying for 24 hours at ambient temperature and pressure. The detail procedures are in below. TNA was received in a sand mixture. Washing the mixture with acetonitrile dissolved TNA. The solution was filtered to eliminate impurities, resulting in pure TNA solution. Wet impregnation is the basic method to coat fuel on CNTs and produce the coaxial structure (Figure 2.7). 0.2 g of TNA was dissolved in 10 mL of acetonitrile. TNA in acetonitrile solution was dropped into the pores of a MWNT array. When liquids are introduced into sparse VAMWNT and evaporated, the cross-section of VAMWNT significantly shrinks due to the surface tension of the liquid and strong van der Waals interactions between nanotubes. 89

5 μL of NaN₃ in aqueous solution with a concentration of 50 mg/mL was then added to serve as a primary igniter, since NaN₃ has a much lower activation energy (40 kJ/mol) 90 than TNA (140–200 kJ/mol) 91. The VAMWNT were dried under atmospheric conditions (300 K, 1 atm) for 24 hours. After the evaporation, the MWNT array had densely contracted, its volume decreasing by about an order of magnitude, and annular coatings of TNA crystals were deposited on the sidewalls of the MWNT.
2.2.3. Characterization of Trinitramine-Multi Walled CNTs (TNA-MWNTs)

The aligned structure of TNA-MWNT was maintained after the wet impregnation as shown in Figure 2.8a. The TNA shows up as a bright coating compared to the nanotubes (Figure 2.8b). Transmission electron microscopy (Figure 2.9) indicates annular coatings of TNA crystals between 6 to 9 nm in thickness wrapping MWNTs of approximately 22 nm in diameter with an average of 10 walls. Alternate growth conditions (Figure 2.5b) produce 13-nm-diameter MWNTs with an average of nine walls, also explored in this work. The TNA coatings were uniform, although larger crystallites with defined grain boundaries were frequently visible along the side-walls of MWNTs, as shown in Figure 2.9, from homogeneous crystallization in the bulk impregnation solution before adsorption to the nanotubes. The x-ray diffraction (Figure 2.10) spectra shows that both the crystal structures of the bulk MWNT array and the TNA are preserved in the composite, with little evidence of organic intercalation. The diffraction peak at 26° (002) corresponds to a typical inter-planar spacing of graphite (0.34 nm), and 42.4° (100) yields a 2.12 nm nanotube pitch. The mass of the array was measured with a microbalance before and after impregnation to determine the mass ratio of TNA to MWNT.
mass ratio could be controlled by the concentration and amount of TNA solution added to the VAMWNT.

**Figure 2.8.** TNA-MWNT scanning electron microscopic images. Each TNA-coated MWNT was dispersed from the bundles before electron microscopy. **a,** The aligned structure was maintained after the wet impregnation. In several places, larger crystallites of TNA were visible. **b,** The TNA shows up as a bright coating compared to the nanotubes. **c,** Bulk TNA-MWNT arrays were aligned along length axis, and were more densely packed in comparison with MWNT arrays lacking TNA, due to capillary forces during evaporation.
Figure 2.9. Transmission electron microscopy image of TNA-MWNT synthesized by wet impregnation. The dashed line indicates the boundary between MWNT and TNA layers.
2.3. One Dimensional, Self-Propagating Chemical Reaction along CNTs

2.3.1. Initiation and Propagation of Chemical Reaction in CNTs

Energy input above the minimum barrier of the chemical reaction of fuel is required to launch thermopower waves. Notably, the composite structures of CNTs and fuel described above sharply reduce the required initiation energy for propagating chemical reaction waves. Here, I describe four methods: two contact-less heating (laser irradiation and high voltage electrical discharge), and two direct contact (Joule heating and butane torch). A laser pulse can heat a spot at one end of an array, and the exothermic chemical reaction wave will propagate from the heating spot to the opposite end. Another contact-less method is high voltage electrical discharge, where a thin tungsten wire fixes the array in place, keeping a small gap between it and a tungsten plate below. The two tungsten elements serve as electrodes for the sub-millisecond
discharge, briefly creating a high-energy plasma that starts the reaction wave. A thin tungsten wire can be used as a Joule (resistance) heater, directly supplying energy *via* conduction to a sample. When a voltage is applied, the tungsten wire heats rapidly due to its resistance, and the point of contact with the array is ignited. Perhaps the simplest method is to “jump start” the reaction wave with another exothermic reaction. A small torch burning a hydrocarbon fuel (e.g. butane) will easily initiate thermopower waves, although care must be taken to precisely heat only one end of the sample. Among them, two methods were mainly used for initiating reactive waves in this system: laser irradiation and high voltage electrical discharge. Either laser irradiation (785 nm, 300 to 400 mW) or high voltage electrical discharge (up to 2.8 kV, 5 mA) was used to ignite samples (Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12). For the high voltage electrical discharge, a thin tungsten wire was fixed to the TNA-MWNT, keeping a small gap between them and the tungsten plate below (Figure 2.12a). The two tungsten elements served as electrodes for the sub-ms high voltage discharge.

Two methods have been employed to measure the reaction velocity of thermopower waves. First, an optical fiber array can detect light emitted from a series of spots in the reaction region. The optical fiber array is positioned above the array parallel to the expected reaction region, and it measures the time differences between successive fibers as the reaction wave propagates across the sample. Both position and velocity of the reaction wave can be precisely measured over time. The TNA-MWNTs were attached to a metallic fixture with a temperature control apparatus. TNA-MWNT were preheated on the fixture and ignited with a 785 nm, 400 mW laser pulse. Figure 2.11 shows a schematic of setup and signals acquired from two optical fibers. A second method is high-speed photography. A high-speed CCD camera with a microscopic lens can record the reaction wave propagation in real time. Snapshots of the reaction wave record its
position at the time of each frame. A high speed CCD camera (CPL-MS70K, Canadian Photonic Labs) with a microscopic lens (Macro 60 mm, f/2.8D micro Nikkor Autofocus lens, Nikon) recorded the reaction at 90,000 frames per second (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.11. Reaction velocity measurements using an optical fiber array with microscopic lens system. Reaction propagation was monitored using optical fibers connected to a microscope. A photo-detector (SV2-FC, Thorlabs, rise and fall time < 150 ps) converted optical signals into electrical signals, which were then digitized with an oscilloscope (TDS-1000, Tektronix, 1 GS/s). The time delay between the two channel signals (CH1 and CH2) was used to calculate reaction velocity. The distance between the two channel spots on the surface of the sample was 984 µm. The optical fiber array was aligned along the length axis of the VAMWNT to measure the parallel reaction velocity. For an orthogonal reaction velocity measurement, the fiber array was rotated by 90 degrees.
Figure 2.12. High speed photographic images. (a) TNA-MWNT were attached to a thin tungsten wire. A tungsten plate was placed below the sample, leaving a small gap. A high voltage power supply (up to 2.8 kV, 5 mA) was connected to the tungsten wire and the plate. This produced an electrical discharge between the TNA-MWNT and the tungsten plate that ignited the reaction. (b) The reaction front velocity was measured from magnified high speed photographic images. (c) Launching TNA-MWNT in the direction of their alignment for free body experiment. A laser (785nm, 340 mW) ignited the sample on the top surface. Thrust force in the direction of alignment of the MWNT was generated, which launched the sample towards the left of the image. (d) Flame propagation in TNA-MWNT bulk array. An electrical discharge ignited the sample at its base. The reaction propagated in the direction of nanotube alignment initially (images 1 and 2), but eventually spread outward in the radial direction.
2.3.2. Measurement and Evaluation of Propagating Velocity

Sustained reaction waves specifically along the direction of the nanotube orientation (Figure 2.13a, inset) were observed at velocities more than four orders of magnitude larger than the bulk combustion rate of TNA of $0.2 - 0.5 \text{ mm/s}^{100-103}$ at an atmospheric condition (1 atm). Several control materials confirm that the reaction wave requires the aligned nanotubes and TNA. Randomly oriented arrays, or those lacking TNA or NaN$_3$, showed no such sustained reaction in any direction under any condition. In the example in Figure 2.13a, the aligned TNA-MWNT produced a steadily propagating wave with velocity $1.2 \pm 0.4 \text{ m/s}$ along the nanotube length. The MWNT generally survive the propagation of the wave intact, consistent with the high temperature stability of MWNT observed up to $3800 \text{ K}^{104-105}$. To confirm that the mechanism of amplification involves the nanotube specifically as a thermal conduit, the reaction velocity dependence on preheating temperature (Figure 2.13b) was measured both in parallel and orthogonal directions to the nanotube alignment. Both orientations demonstrated an increase in reaction velocity with increasing preheat temperature, but in the parallel orientation, where the external heat directly supplements that supplied by the reactive wave, the enhancement is nearly 10 times faster than the orthogonal orientation. This result agrees with those of an earlier study, showing that thermal diffusivity in vertically aligned MWNT strongly depends on the direction of thermal transport, varying by up to a factor of 70 $^{106}$. I found that 22-nm (10 walls) MWNT amplified the reaction velocity by more than $10^3$ times, while for 13-nm (9 walls) MWNT the enhancement was about $10^3$ times the TNA value. The difference is greater than what is predicted by the factor of 3 larger cross-sectional area of the 22-nm MWNT. A lower degree of alignment and higher quantity of amorphous carbon generated during synthesis of the 13-nm
samples compared to the 22-nm samples accounts for apparent differences in conductances (Figure 2.6).

The reaction velocity of the thermopower wave varies with many factors, including thickness of fuel, diameter of thermal conduit, and the dimensions of the sample. A higher degree of alignment, lower quantity of amorphous carbon, and small cross-sectional area of the sample increases the average reaction velocity. With the optimal conditions (based on present tests), the average reaction velocity can reach 1 to 2 m/s (Figure 2.13a). Across a greater range of conditions and samples, most reaction velocities are 0.1 to 2 m/s. Reaction velocity is strongly dependent on the thermal diffusivity of the conduit. In addition, the macroscale TNA-MWNT array has a relatively large number of bulk paths for orthogonal heat transfer via extended two-dimensional flame dissipation. A very thin TNA layer cannot supply enough heat from its exothermic reaction to aid reaction propagation, although the unreacted region of TNA requires small total amount of energy for reaction. On the contrary, when TNA layer is very thick, the exothermic reaction can provide more heat energy, but the unreacted region needs large amounts of energy for reaction. Consequently, we might expect that there is an optimal ratio to promote fast reaction velocities. Since all the arrays were roughly the same length and density, the total MWNT mass is determined mostly by the cross-sectional area of the array.
Figure 2.13. Propagating velocity of 1D chemical reaction. (a) Reaction propagation along an aligned MWNT array (average diameter 22 nm) after ignition by electrical discharge (no preheating). The height of the TNA-MWNT array is ~2 mm, and its cross-section is about 0.1 mm² (frame rate = 3.33 kHz). (b) The reaction velocity differs between samples preheated parallel and orthogonal to the aligned direction (average MWNT diameter 13 nm) as measured with an optical fiber array along the array length (Figure 2.11). The x-axis shows the preheating temperature of the TNA-MWNT array (Table 2.2).
2.3.3. Chemical Reactions in Other Structures

The presence and alignment of CNT are very important for creating and maintaining thermopower waves, respectively. Comparisons between TNA-MWNT samples of aligned, unaligned CNTs, or activated carbon (AC) demonstrates these roles. AC and unaligned MWNT were coated with TNA by the same wet impregnation method described earlier, producing contiguous solid materials similar to aligned TNA-MWNT. TNA-AC needed much more energy
to initiate reaction than TNA-MWNT. The reaction did not propagate completely but rather stopped, even though the AC contained no large pores. In the case of TNA-unaligned MWNT, the initiation energy requirement was similar to aligned TNA-MWNT, though the reaction wave was not continuous. Part of the array separated due to a pressure wave (Figure 2.14a) created by the reaction, and the velocity was significantly lower than TNA-aligned MWNT case. The alignment and porosity of the MWNT arrays helps to shape the TNA coatings around the MWNT walls continuously. Finally, Raman spectroscopy indicates that the MWNT array is still intact (Figure 2.14b) after thermopower wave propagation. If fuel were coated on a MWNT array repeatedly between thermopower wave reactions, it would be reusable—a new concept for a “fuel cell.”

Figure 2.14. Random distribution of TNA-MWNT and Raman spectra before and after the reaction. (a) High-speed photographs of TNA on unaligned MWNT. The reaction wave did not propagate solely in one direction. Part of the TNA-MWNT sample could not withstand the pressure wave created by the reaction and separated from the main body. (b) Raman spectra of MWNT array before and after reaction of TNA. The original structure and properties of the carbon nanotubes are preserved.
2.4. Understanding the Dynamics of One Dimensional Chemical Reaction

2.4.1. Mathematical Formula and Boundary Conditions

I adapt the theory of conventional combustion waves to describe the nanotube-coupled thermal wave. Consider a first order reactive annulus at dimensionless temperature \( u \) surrounding a nanotube or nanowire (Figure. 2.4) at temperature \( u_2 \) where both are thermally coupled via a dimensionless interfacial conductance, \( \gamma \). The Fourier description of this system is to model a coupled TNA-MWNT system. I begin with a standard one-dimensional heat balance for the TNA, including terms for heat conduction, reaction, and coupling with the nanotube.

\[
\frac{\rho C_p}{M_w} \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \chi \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} - (Q k_o \gamma) \text{Exp} \left( - \frac{E_a}{RT} \right) - G_i (T - T_2) - \frac{h S}{V} (T - T_{\text{amb}}) - \frac{\varepsilon \sigma S}{V} (T^4 - T_{\text{amb}}^4) \tag{2-6}
\]

where \( G_i = G_0 \frac{4 d_N}{d_M^2 - d_N^2} \).

Variables with no subscript refer to TNA, subscript “2” refers to the nanotube, \( T \) is temperature, \( t \) is time, \( x \) is distance, \( \chi \) is thermal conductivity, \( \rho \) is density, \( Q \) is the enthalpy of combustion, \( C_p \) is the (molar) specific heat, \( M_w \) is molecular weight, \( y \) is the molar concentration of TNA, \( k_0 \) is the Arrhenius prefactor, \( R \) is the universal gas constant, and \( E_a \) is the activation energy, \( h \) is convective heat transfer coefficient, \( S/V \) is surface area to volume ratio for TNA configuration, \( \varepsilon \) is the emissivity, \( \sigma \) is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, \( T_{\text{amb}} \) is the temperature of the surroundings, \( d_M \) is the total diameter of the TNA-MWNT system, \( d_N \) is the nanotube diameter, and \( G_0 \) is the interfacial conductance. The aspect ratio of the TNA-MWNT system is large enough that other spatial dimensions are unimportant. Phase changes can be neglected by using material parameters averaged over multiple phases.
Likewise, we can write a heat balance for the nanotube

\[
\frac{\rho_2 C_{p,2}}{M_{w,2}} \frac{\partial T_2}{\partial t} = \chi_2 \frac{\partial^2 T_2}{\partial x^2} + G_2 (T - T_2)
\]  

(2-7)

where \( G_2 = G_0 \frac{4}{d^4} \). Reaction and phase changes in the nanotube can be neglected since MWNT are thermally stable up to very high temperatures, even above 2000 K. Furthermore, if the nanotube does break down, it will be after the reaction front passes, so the breakdown will have little effect on the velocity of the reaction front.

We define the reaction kinetics as first-order in TNA:

\[
\frac{\partial y}{\partial t} = -k_y \exp\left(-\frac{E_a}{RT}\right)
\]  

(2-8)

Now we non-dimensionalize temperature, time, distance, and TNA concentration using reaction and thermal parameters to simplify the numerical calculations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau &= \frac{R}{E_a} t, \quad u_2 = \frac{R}{E_a} T_2, \\
\xi &= x \sqrt{\frac{\rho C_p}{\chi M_w} \frac{-Qk_o R}{C_p E_a}}, \quad M_w y = 1 - \eta
\end{align*}
\]  

(2-9)

\( \eta \) is the extent of conversion.

Now it is helpful to define

\[
\beta = \frac{C_p E_a}{-QR}
\]  

(2-10)

and thermal diffusivity for each material, \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha_2 \), in the form
\[ \alpha = \frac{\chi M_w}{\rho C_p} \]  

(2-11)

With these substitutions, the equations become

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial \tau} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \xi^2} + (1 - \eta) e^{-1/u} - \gamma_1 (u - u_2) - l (u - u_{atm}) - w (u^4 - u_{atm}^4) \]  

(2-12)

\[ \frac{\partial u_2}{\partial \tau} = \alpha_0 \frac{\partial^2 u_2}{\partial \xi^2} + \gamma_2 (u - u_2) \]  

(2-13)

\[ \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial \tau} = \beta (1 - \eta) e^{-1/u} \]  

(2-14)

\[ \alpha_0 = \frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha}, \quad \gamma_1 = \frac{G_1 \beta M_w}{\rho C_p k_0}, \quad \gamma_2 = \frac{G_2 \beta M_{w2}}{\rho_2 C_{p,2} k_0}, \quad l = \frac{hSM_w \beta}{V \rho k_0 C_p}, \quad w = \frac{\epsilon \rho SM_w \beta}{V \rho k_0 C_p} \]

where \( \alpha_0 \) is the dimensionless thermal diffusivity of the nanotube (normalized by that of the annulus), \( \beta \) is the dimensionless inverse adiabatic temperature of the reactive annulus, \( \tau \) and \( \xi \) are dimensionless time and distance (Here, \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are \( \gamma \) scaled by material properties of the annulus and nanotube, respectively.).

If we neglect convection and radiation, (2-12) would be

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial \tau} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \xi^2} + (1 - \eta) e^{-1/u} - \gamma_1 (u - u_2) \]  

(2-15)

where \( \eta \) is the extent of chemical conversion of the reactive annulus.
We then set initial boundary equations as follows, igniting the left end of the system to launch steady thermal wave propagation by means of a Gaussian temperature pulse.\(^{107}\)

\[
\tau = 0: \quad u = \text{Gaussian temperature pulse centered on } \xi = 0
\]

\[
\tau = 0, \xi \geq 0: \quad u_2 = 0.012425 \text{ (298 K)}
\]

\[
\tau = 0, \xi > 0: \quad u = 0.012425 \text{ (298 K)}
\]

\[
\tau = 0, \xi > 0: \quad \eta = 0
\]

\[
\tau = 0, \xi = 0: \quad \eta = 0.999
\]

### 2.4.2. Analysis of Fourier Description of TNA-Nanowire Systems

To solve the equations, we assume maximum thermal diffusivity of CNT, \(\alpha (10^{-5} \text{ to } 10^{-2})\), and \(\beta (5 \text{ to } 35)\) are varied as parameters for our contour plot (Figure 2.15a). We assume several material properties are constant on the basis of previous literature sources\(^{32,100,108-115}\). The molecular weight of TNA is 0.22212 kg/mol, its thermal conductivity\(^{108}\) is 0.2783 W/m/K, and its density\(^{109}\) is 1820 kg/m\(^3\). The activation energy for decomposition of TNA is 127 kJ/mol\(^{91}\), and \(k_0\) is 3.75 \(\times\) 10\(^{18}\) s\(^{-1}\). A system initially at room temperature \((u_{\text{atm}} = u = 0.0124\) for TNA\) will produce a reactive wave solution if one end is heated to ignition. Numerical solution of (2-12-15) demonstrates that, since the thermal conductance in the nanotube exceeds that of the reactive annulus, the reaction velocity along the nanotube component is increased substantially, directing the energy along its length. The interfacial conductance becomes insignificant beyond a minimum threshold \((\gamma_1 > 10^3, \gamma_2 > 10^2 \text{ for } \beta > 5)\) above which heat exchange between the phases is not rate-limiting (Figure 2.16). In this case, the effect of thermal resistance between TNA and
CNT would be very small, and rapid thermal equilibrium is achieved on the boundary in the narrow reaction zone between the two materials \( (T \approx T_2) \). Under these conditions, higher interfacial conductance cannot change the temperature profile. The non-linear nature of the source term causes the reaction velocity to increase disproportionately with an increase in nanotube thermal diffusivity above that of the reactive annulus, creating an amplified thermal wave, as shown in Figure 2.15a. The numerical solution of Figure 2.15a can be used in conjunction with the measured reaction velocities to estimate the effective thermal conductances of the MWNT. We find these values to be high, on average \( 2.1 \pm 0.32 \times 10^{-10} \text{ W/K} \) for 22-nm-diameter MWNT. The value for 13-nm-diameter MWNT is \( 2.7 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-11} \text{ W/K} \). For comparison, this is equivalent to a value of about \( 1,280 \pm 200 \text{ W/m/K} \) for an effective thermal conductivity of a 22-nm-diameter MWNT of height 2.36 mm (using the total MWNT cross section, including interior void space). The corresponding cross-sectional conductance, \( 4.5 \times 10^5 \text{ W/m}^2/\text{K} \), is substantial, but only 0.01% of the theoretical upper bound of \( 10^9 – 10^{10} \text{ W/m}^2/\text{K} \) over the range of 300 to 1000 K estimated by quantum constraints \(^{116}\).

If the temperature dependence is included for thermal conductivities \(^{117-118}\), heat capacities \(^{102,111}\) and thermochemical properties \(^{100,10-111,119}\) of TNA (Table 2.3) and CNT (Table 2.4), one can predict the reaction velocity explicitly. This refined model predicts 1.3 m/s for the wave velocity, in agreement with what is observed experimentally (Figure 2.15b). Also, we investigated the effect of convection and radiation. The dimensionless heat convection coefficient, \( l \), and dimensionless radiation coefficient, \( w \), depend on \( k_0 \). As \( k_0 \) decreased, the reaction front velocity decreased (Figure 2.15c). But within the normal range of TNA \(^{110}\) parameter values, convection and radiation did not affect the results.
Table 2.3. Temperature-dependent thermal properties of TNA$_{100,108,110-112}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (Kelvin)</th>
<th>Cp (J/mol/K)</th>
<th>Q (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (m$^2$/s)</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>239.56</td>
<td>876.00</td>
<td>1.42E-07</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>317.90</td>
<td>874.98</td>
<td>1.07E-07</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>396.25</td>
<td>881.24</td>
<td>8.57E-08</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>474.59</td>
<td>894.68</td>
<td>7.16E-08</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>552.94</td>
<td>915.23</td>
<td>6.14E-08</td>
<td>9.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>631.29</td>
<td>942.85</td>
<td>5.38E-08</td>
<td>10.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>709.63</td>
<td>977.56</td>
<td>4.79E-08</td>
<td>11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>787.98</td>
<td>1019.40</td>
<td>4.31E-08</td>
<td>11.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>866.32</td>
<td>1068.41</td>
<td>3.92E-08</td>
<td>12.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>944.67</td>
<td>1124.64</td>
<td>3.60E-08</td>
<td>12.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1023.02</td>
<td>1188.14</td>
<td>3.32E-08</td>
<td>13.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1101.36</td>
<td>1258.97</td>
<td>3.08E-08</td>
<td>13.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1179.71</td>
<td>1337.16</td>
<td>2.88E-08</td>
<td>13.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1258.06</td>
<td>1422.76</td>
<td>2.70E-08</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1336.40</td>
<td>1515.81</td>
<td>2.54E-08</td>
<td>13.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1414.75</td>
<td>1616.35</td>
<td>2.40E-08</td>
<td>13.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1493.09</td>
<td>1724.42</td>
<td>2.27E-08</td>
<td>13.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1571.44</td>
<td>1840.04</td>
<td>2.16E-08</td>
<td>13.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1649.79</td>
<td>1963.14</td>
<td>2.06E-08</td>
<td>12.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200</td>
<td>1728.13</td>
<td>2094.01</td>
<td>1.97E-08</td>
<td>12.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2300</td>
<td>1806.48</td>
<td>2232.22</td>
<td>1.88E-08</td>
<td>12.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>1884.82</td>
<td>2378.36</td>
<td>1.80E-08</td>
<td>12.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1963.17</td>
<td>2532.03</td>
<td>1.73E-08</td>
<td>11.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2600</td>
<td>2041.52</td>
<td>2693.45</td>
<td>1.66E-08</td>
<td>11.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2119.86</td>
<td>2862.39</td>
<td>1.60E-08</td>
<td>11.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2800</td>
<td>2198.21</td>
<td>3039.15</td>
<td>1.55E-08</td>
<td>11.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td>2276.55</td>
<td>3223.46</td>
<td>1.49E-08</td>
<td>10.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2354.90</td>
<td>3415.59</td>
<td>1.44E-08</td>
<td>10.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.4. Temperature-dependent thermal properties of MWNT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (Kelvin)</th>
<th>Cp(J/mol/K)</th>
<th>k (W/m-K)</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (m²/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2347</td>
<td>0.002786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>2686.96</td>
<td>0.002415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.002170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>0.001199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>0.000923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>0.000734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1304.35</td>
<td>0.000636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>0.000537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>1017.4</td>
<td>0.000460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>913.045</td>
<td>0.000403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>834.8</td>
<td>0.000361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>756.2</td>
<td>0.000323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>717.4</td>
<td>0.000302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>678.3</td>
<td>0.000283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>0.000256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>563.91</td>
<td>0.000231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>0.000222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>0.000215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>0.000208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>0.000203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2300</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>0.000198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0.000193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>0.000188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2600</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>0.000184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2700</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>0.000182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2800</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>0.000179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>0.000177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.000176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.15. Model using Fourier description for 1D chemical reaction along nanowires. (a) Predicted reaction velocity from the Fourier model (equations 2-12-15) as a function of $\beta$, the dimensionless inverse adiabatic temperature of the annular material (10.6 for TNA, Table 2.3) versus CNT thermal diffusivity (m$^2$/s). Note that the reaction velocity increases with increasing CNT thermal conductance. Experimentally observed reaction velocities for both 13- and 22-nm MWNT are plotted for comparison. Low thermal diffusivity of 13-nm diameter case was due to the poorly aligned array of MWNT whereas 22-nm case has high thermal diffusivity from well-aligned array. (b) Reaction front velocity using temperature-dependent thermal properties for TNA and CNT. The reaction front velocity is 1.3 m/s. $\beta$ and thermal diffusivity values are from other literature sources$^{108}$, $\beta$ is in the range of 4.2 to 13.5 (Table 2.3), and CNT thermal diffusivity (Table 2.4) is in the range of 0.0002 to 0.002. (c) Reaction front velocity using temperature-dependent thermal properties for TNA and CNT, as well as convection and radiation. The reaction front velocity is 1.3 m/s at $k_0 = 3 \times 10^{18}$ (s$^{-1}$), the same as our thermal wave propagation model without convection and radiation. A decrease in the reaction rate constant results in a decrease in reaction velocity.
2.4.3. Interfacial Conductivity and Critical Parameters

After steady state wave propagation is attained, the reaction front velocity is constant along the whole MWNT. A dimensionless distance $\xi = 1000$ was sufficient to simulate steady state reaction front velocity. The non-dimensionalized distance of MWNT length $2.36 \text{ mm}$ is many orders of magnitude larger than $\xi = 1000$. Thus, for lengths above 1000, the reaction front velocity will be constant. Interfacial thermal conductivity, $G$, between TNA and MWNT should not be the limiting factor in reaction front velocity enhancement $^{120}$, and we confirmed this for this model (Figure 2.16). In the case of low thermal resistance between TNA and MWNT, rapid thermal equilibrium is achieved on the boundary between the two materials ($u \approx u_2$). Higher interfacial conductance does not affect the temperature profiles of the two materials or the reaction front velocity, as long as the interfacial conductance is over some minimum value. Simulation results indicated that the minimum value of $G$ for these conditions is $9 \times 10^5 \text{ W/m}^2/\text{K}$.

We define the location of the reaction front at each point in time as the point where $\eta$ (the extent of chemical conversion of the reactive annulus) is 0.5 and calculate reaction front velocity accordingly, since the shape of the $\eta$ profile is perfectly maintained after steady state wave propagation is achieved.

The parameter $\beta$ is a significant factor in determining wave properties, such as the average velocity or the presence or form of velocity oscillations$^{107}$. In this coupled system, $\alpha_0$ determines the acceleration of the reaction wave. Figure 2.15a demonstrates this with simulation results from the numerical solution of equations (2-12 - 15) for a variety of conceivable fuels ($\beta$ values) and thermal conduits ($\alpha_0$ values). Most fuels have low thermal diffusivities in the range of $10^{-9}$ to $10^{-7} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ $^{121-122}$, resulting in relatively slow chain reactions. For fuels reacting without a thermal conduit, $\alpha_0 = 1$, and the wave is not accelerated. However, in this coaxial structure, a
nanostructure with high thermal conductivity can rapidly transfer heat along its length, transporting energy to initiate reactions in the unreacted fuel. This mechanism accelerates the one-dimensional chain reaction wave anisotropically in the surrounding fuel layer.

**Figure 2.16.** Effect of interfacial conductance ($\gamma_1$) and TNA properties ($\beta$) on reaction front velocity. If $\gamma_1$ is larger than $10^{-3}$, reaction front velocities are approximately the same no matter the value of $\gamma_1$. $\gamma_1 = 10^{-3}$ corresponds to $G_0 = 9 \times 10^5$ W/m$^2$/K, $\gamma_1 = 10^{-1}$ is $G_0 = 9 \times 10^7$ W/m$^2$/K, and $\gamma_1 = 10^3$ is $G_0 = 9 \times 10^9$ W/m$^2$/K. Velocities shown here are the same as Fig. 2c for the $\alpha_2 = 10^{-5}$ m$^2$/s case.
2.5. Thermopower wave: From Chemical to Electrical Energy Conversion

2.5.1. Measurement of Thermal to Electrical Energy Generation

The directional thermal wave evolves a corresponding thermopower wave in the same direction, creating a high specific power electrical pulse of constant polarity. In order to measure this power generation, the nanotubes were contacted to an oscilloscope with Cu wires and an Ag paste in the arrangement shown in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17. Illustration of the experimental setup used for measuring the corresponding thermopower waves that result from reaction wave propagation. Laser ignition (or electric arc discharge) at one end results in a thermopower wave.
2.5.2. Electrical Energy Generation in 1D and 3D Chemical Reaction

A thermal reaction wave leads to a thermopower wave and concomitantly to the generation of a high specific power electrical pulse with constant polarity. In TNA-MWNT, the exothermic decomposition of TNA creates the moving temperature gradient across the MWNT which can then produce electrical energy. The electrical charge carriers tend to move from the reaction front zone (the hottest area) to the unreacted zone in the CNT (the coldest area) as shown in the schematic of Figure 2.18. The voltage was positive for waves emanating from the positive electrode, indicating a pulse of majority electronic carriers traveling toward the negative electrode (Figure 2.19b). This thermopower wave is distinct from conventional, static thermopower in that we see single polarity pulses (positive or negative) over the reaction duration for high velocity waves. A moving thermal gradient across the conductor would produce regions of maximum, minimum and zero voltages based on the Seebeck effect, for example. This is in fact what we observe for samples with larger thermal mass and slower propagation velocities. Also, if the reaction is initiated at the middle of the sample, the current appears to reverse (Figure 2.19c). In contrast, the chemically driven thermopower waves in the high velocity regime (Figure 2.19b) have constant polarity always in the direction of the reaction. The results suggest that the wave traverses the system faster than the cooling time of the posterior region, resulting in a highly efficient energy direction. A small-mass sample with fast reaction velocity generates a sharp electrical pulse of constant polarity (Figure 2.19b). However, a large-mass sample with slow reaction velocity will cool significantly behind the reaction front, creating opposing thermal gradients and thus almost zero voltage (Figure 2.19c). This case can be envisioned as a symmetrical thermal pulse moving across the sample. Likewise, initiating the reaction in the middle of the sample will create two opposing temperature gradients, and the
voltage signal will have peaks of both polarities during the chemical reaction (Figure 2.19c). This cancellation of voltage leads to the loss of electrical energy. Carbon nanotubes have a relatively low Seebeck coefficient (80 μV/K)\textsuperscript{123} compared with many thermoelectric materials, such as bismuth telluride (287 μV/K)\textsuperscript{124} or Bi\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3}/Sb\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3} superlattices (243 μV/K)\textsuperscript{125}, although modest increases are observed over the temperature range of 300 K and 930 K\textsuperscript{126}. Thermopower waves, however, do not necessarily require low phonon and high electron transport rates as the thermal gradient is preserved in the propagation of the wave front. We note that materials with low figures of merit for thermoelectric devices can still produce high efficiencies for guiding thermopower waves, motivating a re-examination of these materials for thermal to electrical energy conversion.
Figure 2.18. (a) Voltage generation synchronized with 1D chemical reaction. (b) High speed microscopic images of thermopower wave propagation in real time.
Figure 2.19. A chemically driven thermopower wave. (a) Laser ignition (or electric arc discharge) at one end results in a thermopower wave in the same direction of reaction propagation; either positive or negative voltage generation is observed. (b) The DC voltage generated by exothermic reaction of TNA is observed immediately after laser ignition with a single polarity peak voltage in this experiment of 30–35 mV (max observed = 210 mV) in both positive and negative directions for a total system mass of 0.8 mg with a TNA/MWNT ratio of 9. (c) These thermopower waves appear distinct from conventional, static thermopower generation mechanisms. If the system mass is increased, the reaction wave moves slowly and multiple peaks are observed instead, showing a reversal of polarity and an inflection point. Similar behavior is seen if initiation occurs at the center of the sample.

2.5.3. Dynamics of Oscillation: Chemical Reaction and Electrical Signal

Laser initiation at one end resulted in a voltage oscillation peak (Figure 2.20) of the same duration as the corresponding reaction wave, allowing us to calculate reaction propagation velocity for the whole sample volume. During the reaction propagation and subsequent cooling
stages, when a temperature gradient exists, the concomitant voltage signal reflects the electrical energy that the thermopower wave generates. This signal contains much information about the thermopower wave. It can be divided into two regions (Figure 2.20): a strong oscillation region and smooth region. There is a significant body of literature on velocity oscillation in traditional combustion waves\textsuperscript{107,127}, and most samples exhibited an oscillation region initially. In my measurements, velocity oscillations in a reaction wave can produce visible oscillations in the voltage signal synchronously with the reaction propagation along the length of the sample, regardless of the sign of the voltage. Thus, the reaction time corresponds to the duration of the oscillating voltage signal, and velocity can be calculated accordingly. The smooth region can be explained by conventional TE voltage generation from the temperature gradient remaining after the rapid propagation of thermopower wave has finished. The voltage returns to zero when the temperature across the sample has equilibrated. Comparison between optical microscopy and the electrical signal shows that this region appears to coincide with the self-propagating wave front. There is good agreement between the initial rise time of the thermally induced voltage signal and the optically measured reaction front. The smooth zone appears to be thermoelectric voltage generation due to the residual temperature gradient following the rapidly propagating wave.
2.5.4. Correlation between Reaction Front Velocity and Thermopower Wave

The reaction velocities determined from thermopower voltage signals appear in Figure 2.21. One reason for the scaling of reaction velocity in Figure 2.21 is orthogonal heat transfer in the TNA-MWNT arrays. Since all the samples had similar lengths (between 3 and 6 mm), a larger sample mass corresponds to a larger cross-sectional area and, therefore, increased orthogonal heat propagation that would eventually cause an overall system loss in an anisotropic
reaction velocity. Schematic in Figure 2.21 explains the 2-dimensional flame dissipation in larger samples. To illustrate this further, high speed video microscopy was used in Figure 2.22 to map the reaction front velocities as a function of orientation angle from the initiation point for an array of relatively large mass. Along the zero-degree axis (parallel to the nanotube orientation), the reaction propagates 6 to 13 times faster than in the orthogonal direction. As the number of parallel nanotubes in the array increase with mass, a greater fraction of heat travels orthogonal to the wave propagation, slowing its velocity and reducing the specific power. It means that increased orthogonal heat transfer slows the reaction wave and hurts the performance (i.e., decreases the specific power) of large-mass TNA-MWNT devices. Figure 2.23 is the histogram of reaction front velocity of compiled data sets measured by all 3 methods: High speed microscope, optical fiber setup, and thermopower wave voltage signal.

Figure 2.21. Reaction velocity as calculated from thermopower voltage signals (left). The blue line is a curve fit to guide the eye. Illustration of heat transfer in TNA-MWNT array (right). Heat dissipation is blocked between individual nanotubes in the array. Convection or radiation from reacting fuel is absorbed by surrounding MWNT, contributing to their reaction waves. Orthogonal heat transfer is not suppressed in large mass (2D) devices compared to small mass (1D) devices. Orthogonal and longitudinal heat transfer directions in a TNA-MWNT array (bottom right).
Figure 2.22. Anisotropic reaction propagation. For larger samples, there remains a large axial component to the reaction wave, but also a portion that is orthogonal. The reaction velocities along the aligned (0°) and orthogonal (90°) directions show a discernable peak along the axial direction. (Reactions were initiated at the base.) Parenthetical numbers are the mass ratio and mass of TNA.

Figure 2.23. Histogram of compiled data sets of TNA-MWNT reaction velocity. This histogram includes results from three different reaction velocity measurement techniques. High speed microscopic imaging or optical fiber array can capture multiple positions of the wave front in time, yielding an accurate velocity. Also, the initial transient rise of the thermopower voltage correlates with the reaction front velocity.
2.5.5. Power Scaling with System Size

Examining the specific power as a function of sample mass (Figure 2.24) for 115 devices demonstrates a significant sample-to-sample variation, mostly due to differences in reaction velocities. However, the maximum values observed exceed 7 kW/kg, and are substantially larger than those for even high performance Li-ion batteries that have much slower discharge rates. Moreover, these high specific power values were observed as the sample mass decreased, a scaling trend that is very favorable for powering micro- and nano-scale devices. The limit of thermopower produced from just the Seebeck effect can be derived from simulated temperature gradients. The scaling trend is somewhat predicted by accounting for the change in reaction velocity with the system size and using a conventional thermopower model. In this case the specific power $P/M_t$ is:

$$\frac{P}{M_t} = \frac{S^2}{R_t \rho \pi r^2 L} \left( \int_0^L \frac{dT}{dL} dL \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-16)

$$T_N = \exp \left( - \frac{kA}{\rho C_p V} \frac{L}{v} \right) \left( T_H - T_L \right) + T_L$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-17)

where $P$ is thermopower, $M_t$ is the mass of TNA-MWNT, $S$ is the Seebeck coefficient of nanotubes, $R_t$ is electrical resistance, $\rho$ is the density of nanotubes, $r$ is the radius of nanotubes, $L$ is the length of the region that the thermal wave propagates, $T$ is temperature (spatially dependent), $T_N$ is the lowest cooled temperature behind the reaction zone, $T_H$ is the temperature of the reaction front, $T_L$ is the ambient temperature, $C_p$ is the specific heat of nanotubes, $V$ is the volume of nanotubes, $A$ is the area in contact with cooling source, $k$ is the coefficient of all cooling effects including thermal contact resistance, convection, radiation, and $v$ is the reaction
velocity of thermal wave. I assume that reaction front temperature $T_H$ is the adiabatic flame temperature. In the case of small mass TNA-MWNT, the reaction velocity is much faster than the time scale of heat diffusion; $T_N$ is nearly the same as $T_H$. But in the case of large mass TNA-MWNT, the time scale of reaction velocity is similar to the time scale of heat diffusion, and cooling behind the reaction front makes $T_N$ lower than $T_H$. The temperature gradient between $T_N$ and $T_H$ (the region behind the propagating reaction front) is opposite to the temperature gradient between $T_L$ and $T_H$ (the region ahead of the reaction front), and it causes charge carrier movement and a current in the opposite direction. This trend is stronger with the slow reaction velocities of large mass samples than fast reaction velocities, and specific power has an inverse scaling trend. A relatively fast cooling time with a slow reaction velocity causes a reverse temperature gradient and a diminution of specific power in the direction of wave propagation.

While predicting the general trend with system mass, we note that this model under-predicts the observed specific power by as much as 3000 W/kg in some cases. Hence, the nature of the induced thermopower current requires further study. There is an extensive literature on enhanced electron-phonon coupling in 1D-confined systems such as carbon nanotubes. This coupling manifests itself, for example, in the induction of electrical current with polar fluid flow over an array of CNTs \(^{128}\), and negative differential conductance \(^{129}\). The thermopower waves, studied in this work for the first time, seem to propagate at only 0.0002% of a typical Fermi velocity. However, it is possible that the moving thermal gradient can entrain carriers such that a net drift velocity is measurable, and confine charge carriers in a narrow region of the reaction front. The nature of this supplemental power generation will be the subject of further research efforts. The largest chemical to electrical and mechanical energy efficiencies observed in this work are 0.3 % and 0.12 % respectively, with the highest efficiency considering both as 0.42 %.
The Carnot limit, set by the reaction temperature under adiabatic conditions, is a maximum of 80%. At the high decomposition temperatures explored in this work, the dominant parasitic heat loss is radiative. Engineering controls to prevent radiative losses may increase the efficiencies closer to this limit. In addition, conventional TE materials such as Bismuth nanowire or Bismuth based composites would be the core materials with chemical fuel reaction. In this case, these materials has low thermal conductivity, so that the reaction velocity would be slow. However, they have high Seebeck coefficient that can amplify the electrical energy generation. The comparison between fuel/CNT layer and fuel/TE materials would elucidate more detail dynamics of thermopower wave and its efficiency.

Figure 2.24. The specific peak power plotted as a function of system mass for three different TNA/MWNT mass ratios (9, 4.5, and 2.8) and two different MWNT with diameters (13 and 22 nm) shows an inverse scaling, highlighting that the thermopower wave is enhanced at the micro-nanoscale, and can produce power densities that far exceed conventional energy storage devices. The green line is equation 4 based on the conventional thermoelectric effect and the temperature gradient from reaction (300 K-2800 K).
2.5.6. Thrust Force via Thermopower Wave

In addition to the thermopower wave, the reaction creates a measurable pressure wave that is also of high energy density. The rapidly expanding, gaseous decomposition products from the thermal wave create a strong pressure pulse that is highly anisotropic. We measured the thrust force of this pressure wave using a micro-force sensor configuration (Figure 2.25) to be substantially higher per total propulsion system mass than many other comparable micro-thrust generators in the literature [130-135]. The MWNT array was placed either normal or parallel to the force sensor surface, and immobilized in both directions during testing. The propulsive force generated by the 1-D reaction was measured with a piezoresistive sensor (FlexiForce sensor, under 5 μs response time, force range 0 to 4.4 N, Tekscan). The sample was mounted on the force sensor on a tungsten plate with a lock-up housing to prevent vibration and other movement. The lock-up housing had a small hole to ignite the sample electrically or with a laser. A function generator supplied the electrical signal to the force sensor, and the input and output signals were monitored with a digital oscilloscope (DL 1735E, Yokogawa). The resistance of the sensor increased in proportion to the thrust force generated, which was applied perpendicular to the sensor. Temperature effects were negligible during the short observation period. Figure 2.26a illustrates the anisotropic nature of the thrust force. When perpendicular, the force peaks between 20 to 55 mN with a weak dependence on TNA loading, but in the parallel direction, the force was significantly reduced (< 9 mN). The relatively long duration reaction was obtained with TNA:MWNT mass ratio of 42 (max 47 mN, 175 ms duration) and 23 (max 35 mN, 200 ms duration). A reduction in loading ratio to 18 resulted in a larger peak thrust force (57 mN) for a shorter duration (110 ms). A smaller force is evolved (23 to 29 mN) as the ratio is further reduced to 5, but the reaction duration remains similar. The thrust reaches an optimal value at
intermediate loading (loading ratio of 18) since increasing mass beyond this point increases the orthogonal heat transfer requirement. The broader line-shape of the reaction curves for loading ratios of 23 and 42 supports this. The magnitude of the evolved thrust per unit mass is extremely large in comparison to all other solid propellant microthrusters\textsuperscript{130,135}. A free body experiment illustrates the directional nature of the evolved force (Figure 2.26b). In this experiment, the system was released after initiation of the reaction, and its motion was recorded with a synchronized high speed camera. The instantaneous trajectory was compared with the orientation of the MWNT array at each frame, confirming the directional nature of the propulsion. It is an intrinsic property of this material that the thrust is evolved along a single axis, a property not yet realized in any other system. We compare the TNA-MWNT system to other published micro-thrusters with respect to the total and specific impulse per mass ratio (Figure 2.27) since these are the figures of merit for micro- or nano-scale actuator systems. Electrokinetic, ferromagnetic, laser ablation jet, and other systems\textsuperscript{131-132,134} require bulky housings to direct and channel thrust, and thus have impulse per mass values many orders of magnitude less than the TNA-MWNT system. The total impulse per mass of TNA-MWNT (300 N-s/kg) is 4 to 100 times of that of other proposed micro-thrusters. The specific impulse per total mass (5.5 s/\mu g) is over 10 times that of typical solid propellant micro-thrusters\textsuperscript{130,132-133,135-136}. 
Figure 2.25. Schematic illustration of force and impulse measurement of TNA-MWNT. A TNA-MWNT sample was placed normal to the piezoelectric force sensor. A high speed camera simultaneously captured the reaction images.

Figure 2.26. (a) The thermopower wave evolves a thrust force of commensurate duration. The transient force response is larger for the 5 samples (5 x 5 x 6 mm, 5–20 mg) aligned perpendicular to the sensor compared with the control aligned parallel to the surface. (b) An illustration of directed thrust: moving as a free body, the TNA-MWNT array (0.4 x 0.3 x 2 mm) proceeds in the direction of its orientation without external confinement.
Confinement required for anisotropic release

Figure 2.27. The total impulse and specific impulse per total mass of TNA-MWNT is significantly higher than other micro-thruster systems because of the lack of a need for external containment, in contrast to electrokinetic, ferroelectric plasma, and laser ablation jet micro-thruster approaches.

2.5.7. Comparison with Other Energy Storage and Generation methods

Thermopower waves in TNA-MWNT can create electrical pulses of high specific power, up to 7 kW/kg. Even though the duration of electrical discharge is relatively short, the maximum power density can compete even with high-performance Li-ion batteries, demonstrating the utility of thermopower waves. Figure 2.28 shows various electrical energy systems compared on the basis of their power density and volume. Recently, Kang and Ceder reported macroscale Li-ion batteries with power densities up to 25 W/cm³, far surpassing previous Li-ion technologies. By comparison, NiMH batteries can produce about 1 W/cm³ at a similar scale. However, the necessity of smaller power sources for MEMS devices has spurred development of electrical energy sources between 10⁻¹ and 10² mm³ in size such as MEMS fuel cells,
supercapacitors\textsuperscript{141}, and vibration energy harvesters\textsuperscript{142}. The power density of these devices has remained lower than that of full-size Li-ion batteries.

However, for so-called “smart dust” applications\textsuperscript{143}, power sources smaller than $10^{-1}$ mm$^3$ are indispensable, as the total device volume must be less than 1 mm$^3$. For example, a $10^{-3}$ mm$^3$ thermoelectric harvester\textsuperscript{144} can produce about 200 pW/mm$^3$. More recently, Albano \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{145} have designed an even smaller on-chip Zn/AgO battery operating at about 400 pW/mm$^3$. Dudney \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{146} have reported a somewhat larger Li microbattery with high power density up to 10000 μW/mm$^3$. Notably, the power density of thermopower wave generators (up to 80000 μW/mm$^3$) surpasses all these power sources and easily fits within smart dust size limitations, even at this initial stage of research with only one nanocomposite, TNA-MWNT. Moreover, since the scaling trend of thermopower wave generator specific power is inversely proportional to nanocomposite size, the synthesis of materials at extremely small scales is expected to boost maximum peak power. Opportunities for further enhancement also exist in reducing thermal losses, particularly radiation, through systems engineering and design.

While large-scale supercapacitors (not included in Figure 2.28) will generally still produce the highest power pulses of these available technologies, their self-discharge rate is high enough that they are not practical for long-term energy storage. Likewise, self-discharge saps energy stored in batteries, although generally over a longer time scale than capacitors. Thermopower waves, by contrast, use energy stored in the chemical bonds of fuels, which can remain stable for years, providing another advantage over these other power generation systems. Systems like fuel cells also use chemical fuels as energy sources, but have much lower power density compared to thermopower wave generators due to their slower reaction rates.
Figure 2.28. Comparison of power densities from various electrical energy sources. (Some volumes were estimated from published device descriptions.) Two different volume scales are presented; "smart dust" is generally defined to be less than 1 mm³.

2.6. Outlook and Future Challenge

Many interesting directions for future theoretical and applied research exist. For example, more common fuels such as gasoline, ethanol, methane, or formic acid will need to be tested to enable wider applications for thermopower wave generators. These fuels may need catalysts to lower activation energy barriers and increase reaction rates, necessitating more detailed design of the nanostructures that serve as thermal and electrical conduits. The performance of thermopower waves will be affected by the choice of fuel, as shown by the dependence on $\beta$ in the simulations of Figure 2.15. Differences in thermal diffusivity, specific heat, activation energy, and enthalpy of reaction can thus all play roles.
Another practical research advance would be on-chip initiation of thermopower waves, necessary for their application as micro- and nanoscale power sources. This may involve nanostructures to concentrate diffuse or broadband energy sources. In addition to enabling remote initiation, on-chip integration should increase energy efficiency of thermopower wave devices by minimizing the input energy needed to start the reaction. At present, the peak power output of these devices is excellent, but higher efficiencies are needed.

Energy efficiency would also be significantly increased by insulating against thermal losses. Due to high reaction temperatures, radiation is the largest mode of heat loss in the present device design. One could surround the fuel/thermal conduit composites with layers of insulation to reduce these losses, but the effect on the reaction of the fuel remains to be investigated. It could limit fuel choices to those that do not require oxygen. Moreover, for approximately one-dimensional structures smaller than 1 mm in diameter that operate at high temperature, the increase in diameter from insulation actually increases radiation heat losses by increasing the surface area. Higher energy efficiency will also increase the energy density of thermopower wave devices, making them smaller and more lightweight and thus more desirable for portable applications.

Fundamentally, the science and application of thermopower waves will be driven forward by new nanostructures that can control the direction and speed of these reactions and convert heat to electron motion (i.e. current) more efficiently. As shown in Figure 2.15, nanowires with different thermal diffusivities and electrical properties may alter the dynamics of the chemical reaction wave as well as the electricity produced. Materials with large Seebeck coefficients such as silicon nanowires or bismuth telluride could be alternative thermal conduits but may not be the most suitable due to their low thermal diffusivities.
In the theoretical regime, the biggest question is what the figure of merit is for thermopower waves in contrast to static thermopower. What material properties give rise to the additional power observed above the Seebeck limit? What roles do electron-phonon coupling and the Seebeck coefficient itself play? Or are other properties and phenomena the most important? Investigations of these physical principles will clarify what the true nature of the “electron entrainment” effect is and elucidate the design rules for high power, efficient, controllable thermopower wave devices.
3. Part II. Mass Transport within Carbon Nanotubes: Ion Transport

3.1. Introduction to Molecular Transport in Nanochannels

Nanofluidics is an interesting field to be explored for many potential applications in nanodevice. In this field, many researchers have reported the results of ion channels with selectivity, nanopores for molecule detection, and transport using nanofluidic channel. Most of all, the ability to actively manipulate and transport single molecules in solution has the potential to revolutionize chemical synthesis, catalysis and sensing. Especially, understanding molecular transport through nanochannels is critical for developing novel platforms for biological detection\textsuperscript{147-148}, nanoscale reactors\textsuperscript{149}, nanoscale injection\textsuperscript{150}, and selective membranes\textsuperscript{151-152}.

3.1.1. Nanopore Sensing

Measurements using the Coulter effect measure the change in background current as particles or molecules pass through a small orifice of comparable size, allowing one to observe single translocation events. The externally applied electric field drives the movement of small charged molecules in solutions (Figure 3.1a). When the pore is blocked by the blocker (normally, large size molecules), the ion current suddenly drops, and generates a characteristic dwell time and the blockade current. The dwell time, and blockade current traces by moving molecules can give the information of which molecules pass through (Figure 3.1b). The Length of dwell time means how long the blocker stays inside of pores. The magnitude of blockade current shows the estimation of the relative size of the blocker. In the system with multi pores, the number of coulter states can give the information of how many pores are activated. When there is more than one possible channel, the Coulter analysis easily indicates multiple states. Multiple pores increase the number of Coulter states that are observed. If one observes only two states, we can
confirm that a single channel is operative. For example, protein based ion channels were studied using a protocol whereby dilute solutions are added to the lipid layer until a two state Coulter effect is observed. If more than one channel is operative, it is obvious from the channel currents. Coulter effect in nanopores has been shown for cells, particles, and more recently DNA, but not for single ions to date. 153-157

Figure 3.1. Mechanism of nanopore sensing. (a) Baseline current is constructed by charge carriers which can easily pass through the nanopore (1). When the blocker emerges into the entrance of nanopore, the charge carrier flow is blocked (2). While the blocker stay inside of nanopore, the baseline level is lower than normal current (3). After the blocker get out of the nanopore, the charge carrier flow is quickly recovered. (b) Each molecule as a blocker construct its own blockade current (ΔI) and the dwell time depending on its properties.

Figure 3.2. Illustration of # of Coulter states, constructed by # of operating pores. All pores are assumed in same size.

Although Coulter effect have been well known for several decades, it has not been long ago that nanopores or channels have been used to detect the extremely small molecules, such as DNA and
nanoparticles. Single ion-channels have been the most interesting topics in electrophysiology to understand the mechanism of triggering many events inside of cells. In 1996, the biological pore (α-haemolysin) was used to classify proteins using Coulter effect. After four years, Deamer et al. proposed nanopores as sensors to detect DNA translocation. Figure 3.3a shows various biological nanopores. Biological nanopores can be easily functionalized by chemical modifications, and controlled in local charge distributions. However, the fixed size and instability of biological nanopores, and the limitation of its substrate like lipid bilayer were the critical barriers for the practical applications. Therefore, there were strong needs for synthetic nanopores that can be utilized on any platform with controlled sizes. Emergence of nanofabrication and sensitive voltage or patch clamp facilitated constructing nanopores and measuring sensitive electrical signal around pA scale induced by the Coulter effect. Li et al. firstly showed 'ion-beam sculpting', which was able to drill the nanometre scale pores with controlled manner on Si₃N₄ membrane. This was the trigger for the field of the detection of DNA translocation and other nanoscale molecules. Figure 3.3c presents various types of solid state nanopores. That same year, it was proven that voltage-driven DNA translocation through nanopore induced the distinctive coulter effect in pA scale. Not only DNA translocation but also other nanosize materials have been chosen as the targets that can be detected by nanopores. Hall et al. used SiN nanopores to detect the number, length and bundling of SWNTs. Various types of nanoparticles were classified by relatively large nanopore in the range of 50 nm and 500 nm. Also, micro-RNAs in lung cancer patients were also detected by α-haemolysin protein. Recently, engineered nanosize hall in graphene have been explored as an effective platform to detect DNA translocation.
Figure 3.3. Biological and synthetic nanopores. (a) Crystal structures of a K⁺ selective ion channel, and the channel formed by α-haemolysin and model formed by Bacillus anthracis protective antigen. (b) A typical trace of the ionic current amplitude through α-haemolysin pore. (c) Synthetic silicon nitride nanopore, MWNT in epoxy matrix, and nanopores formed in track-etched polyimide.

3.1.2. CNTs as nanochannels for Transport and Detection

Ion translocation in nanochannels are very intriguing to potentially revolutionize the current biology and membrane sciences. However, singular ion channels have only been realized in biological systems such as potassium, sodium and calcium channels. Many synthetic nanopore platforms have been effective to capture and translocate DNA and proteins. But, single, small molecule detection using synthetic nanopores has remained very challenging. Basically, due to the relatively large diameter (3-10 nm) and small aspect ratio (<10²) of typical synthetic nanopores, the electrical signals for both the duration of dwell time and the magnitude of blockade current, induced by single ion translocation are too
small to be measured in current platforms. Moreover, the electrical noise makes a huge disturbance in comparison to meaningful signals. Therefore, the long aspect ratio nanochannels are significant to generate the detection of single ion transport. Also, there have been no synthetic ion channels reproducing fast mass transport, and ion selectivity in biological systems, since the active modulation shedding the hydration shells are only forced by the carbonyl groups in biological ion channels. In this context, single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) is a promising candidate for simplified ion channel. SWNT has extremely small diameter in the range of 0.8 nm and 2 nm, and it can be grown up to several cm. In this case, the aspect ratio of SWNT should be over $10^8$, and it is the highest for nanochannels in the synthetic platforms. In addition, SWNTs that are made of graphitic surface with minimum corrugation are atomically smooth surfaces to construct the frictionless platform. Most importantly, the hydrophobic nature of the SWCNT internal surface suggests that decreasing SWCNT diameter should increase the ordering of internal water. Due to these interesting characteristics, molecular simulations expect the interesting phenomena of SWNTs such as ion rejection, rapid proton conduction, and current blockade in electro osmotic flow.

Theoretically, water transport through inside of CNTs has been very intriguing. Hummer et al. firstly explained how the water conduction can operate in a hydrophobic CNT. Also, the mechanism of fast proton transport in a SWNT was anticipated in the same year. Carbon nanotube membranes were expected to have friction-less flow and the energy barrier at the entry and exit of the CNT pores. Aluru et al. modeled water molecules inside a SWNT with increasing diameters (Figure 3.4). The important observation is that under the critical diameter, water molecule chain is like a 1D water network to make high proton conductivity in electroosmotic transport. Above a critical diameter (0.86 nm), water arrangement becomes
more disordered as in bulk. MD simulations\textsuperscript{179} predict that in order to produce size-based exclusion of ionic species such as Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}, or Cl\textsuperscript{−} in a uncharged CNT, the diameter should be less than 0.4 nm, which is forced to shedding hydration shell to enter the CNT.\textsuperscript{180} Also, another simulation\textsuperscript{181} shows that a 0.34 nm diameter CNT constructed with negative charges along its walls excludes Cl\textsuperscript{−} while K\textsuperscript{+} ions can pass through. More recently, researchers have explored the enthalpy, phase change and water formation in SWNTs as a function of its diameter.\textsuperscript{182-184}

Experimentally, others have proven that water can occupy the inside of CNTs by means of Raman spectroscopy\textsuperscript{185} and HRTEM\textsuperscript{186} (high-resolution transmission electron microscopy). However, there are a few results about the mass transport in SWNTs because of the limitations of experimental platforms and the difficulty of fabricating effective devices. Hinds et al.\textsuperscript{187} and Holt et al.\textsuperscript{152} firstly reported fast mass transport of water and gas molecules through MWNTs and DWNTs membranes, experimentally. Also, selective ion rejection\textsuperscript{188} between cation and anion up to 98 % were observed in vertically aligned SWNTs embedded in Si\textsubscript{3}N\textsubscript{4} substrates.

Experimental examples are lacking and most studies have demonstrated these interesting results in computational and theoretical contributions (Figure 3.5a). Also, most experimental work has been conducted in CNT membranes and MWNTs due to the difficulty of an individual SWNT manipulation and characterization. The more pressing problem is that, for many experimental data sets in literatures, fundamental disagreements are still remain (Figure 3.5b). It is the huge barrier to use a CNT for understanding detail mechanism and applying it in practical nanofluidic devices. In this research, our aim is to designing and fabricating new devices to realize and characterize interesting nanofluidic phenomena and single ion translocation in SWNTs. The development of the working high aspect ratio nanochannels from CNTs will be the breakthrough in the field definitely with many possible applications.
Under the critical diameter (<0.86 nm), water molecule forms 1D chain. Above 0.86 nm, the 1D chain is disordered, and close to bulk states.

Figure 3.5. (a) The number of publications for studying molecular dynamics and CNT transport. (b) Comparison of enhancement factor and slip lengths obtained with a single SWNT approach.

3.1.3. Concept of Obstructing Charge Carrier Flux by Blocking Ions

The concept of this work is developing a nanopore platform using the interior of a single walled carbon nanotube (diameter = 1.1-2 nm) to demonstrate and study the detection of single cations of Li⁺, K⁺, Na⁺ and Cs⁺. Due to the small diameter and the hydrophobic nature of SWNTs, the charge is carried by protons via a 'hop-and-turn' Grotthuss mechanism. By entering the nanotube, these single ions interrupt an otherwise constant proton current that traverses the conduit. Figure 3.6 is a illustration of single ion blocking in a SWNT at a time that the blocking ions such as cations occupy the inside of SWNTs.
3.2. Dynamics of Interior Transport of Ions in SWNTs

3.2.1. Design and Fabrication of the Platform

The platform is constructed using an epoxy structure that acts as both an oxygen plasma mask for the opening of the nanotube ends, and to form two liquid reservoirs at either side. The SWNT are synthesized and aligned using methane CVD in a horizontal quartz tube furnace with an inner diameter of 22 mm (Figure 3.7). After the patterned catalyst layer near the top edge of only one side, 0.5 nm-thick Fe, was deposited on a Si/SiO₂ wafer by electron beam evaporation, the substrate was placed in the quartz tube. Methane (CH₄) was the carbon source. Hydrogen (H₂) and argon (Ar) were used as catalysts and carrier gases, respectively.

The flow rate was 3 sccm of H₂ during increase of temperature up to 950 °C for 46 minutes, and the temperature and the flow rate were maintained for 30 minutes. Next, the temperature was increased up to 1015 °C for 33 minutes. After these steps, CH₄ was introduced into the furnace at 1015 °C and 1 atm, and ultra-long aligned SWNTs (Figure S1) were grown for 3 h 30 minutes.

To fabricate the epoxy structure for reservoirs of ionic solution and a mask against plasma etching, the SU-8 photoresist was used, and we followed the detailed method described in Lin et
The epoxy structure was glued onto the silicon wafer containing ultra-long aligned SWNTs using a UV-curing optical adhesive (Norland). The plasma etch removes exposed SWNT leaving 1 mm across the protected section, and opens both ends at the bottom of epoxy reservoirs (Figure 3.8). Only the SWNTs long enough to reach the central portion of the epoxy structure were protected by the divider (Figure 3.7), and all the uncovered portions of the SWNTs were removed by oxygen plasma etching. The duration of oxygen plasma etching was optimized to remove all the exposed SWNTs and not to etch out the SWNTs underneath the epoxy wall. SEM images were taken repeatedly during the process.

Figure 3.7. A series of Scanning Electron Microscopic images of Single Walled Carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) on Si/SiO₂ wafer grown by CVD method.

Figure 3.8. Schematic of SWNTs ion channel device. Ultra-long and aligned SWNTs are on silicon wafer, and the epoxy structure is attached to the wafer by UV glue to cover SWNTs during etching.
3.2.2. Ion Current Testing and Characterization of SWNTs Channels

- Ionic current testing

With both compartments filled with ~15-20 µL aqueous ionic solution (ex: KCl) ion current across the reservoirs was monitored using Axopatch 200B (Molecular Devices, 2 kHz Bessel low-pass filter, 250 kHz acquisition frequency). Potentiostat (PGSTAT30, Autolab) was used for voltages higher than 1V at 3-10 Hz acquisition frequency.

It is important to understand migration of which ions is causing the current that we measure. Figure 3.9a is a schematic of our experimental platform. Ionic solutions are connected via open-ended SWNT. Ag/AgCl electrodes are used to apply electric field across the reservoirs. Using Ag/AgCl electrodes minimizes the electrode polarization and therefore allows stable ion current measurement. Electrochemical reactions at cathode and anode are shown below.

Cathode (-): AgCl(s) + e \rightarrow Ag^0(s) + Cl^-(aq)

Anode (+): Cl^-(aq) + Ag^0(s) \rightarrow AgCl(s) + e

Chloride ions are consumed at anode (+) and released from AgCl at cathode (-). For channels much larger than the size of ions, there will be counter-migration of cations (Na^+, K^+, Cs^+, or Li^+) and anions (Cl^-) to the electrodes with opposite polarity. However, for SWNT with the diameter comparable to the size of individual hydrated ions, migration of the ions experience a potential barrier. In this platform with SWNTs, protons are the major charge carriers, whereas individual hydrated cations are the blockers in our system. To confirm the ion transport through CNTs, we checked the current traces before and after adding electrolyte solutions (Figure 3.9b). Before adding the electrolyte solutions, the current trace is flat with small magnitude of intrinsic noise (typical RMS noise level). However, after adding electrolyte solutions like KCl and NaCl within
several minutes, the clear coulter effect was shown with relatively large blockade current in comparison to intrinsic noise. Also, it seems that there was some regular time interval of each pore blocking events like the events in biological ion channels. The flat baseline current without electrolyte were constructed by proton flux through CNTs. However, with electrolyte, cation was the blocker for the path of proton flux, and the repetitive penetrations made this rhythmic current change. At this stage, it is valuable to test that this kind of interesting coulter effect is really generated due to the interior transport of SWNTs. In order to verify the transport from SWNTs, we made two devices for the control experiments. First one is the device without SWNTs. Although other fabrication processes are exactly same with our previous method, we did not include SWNTs. This control experiment was performed to determine if pore blocking was due to the epoxy barrier. We looked at a wide voltage range (0-1000 mV), and there was no blockade current observed at all (Figure 3.9c). In this device, the baseline current (Leakage current) is typically lower than the magnitude from the device with SWNTs (Leakage current + current by SWNTs) when the fabrication conditions are all the same. However, the magnitude of the leakage current was varied from 5 pA to 1500 pA due to the conditions of false fabrications such as wrong curing of epoxy structures, or incomplete sealing of UV glue. Second one is the device with unetched SWNTs. The intention of this experiment was to determine if the act of placing nanotubes (whether open or not) was causing the observed pore blocking phenomenon. During the fabrication process, we left out the oxygen plasma step, which is typically performed to open the exposed nanotubes, leaving capped and unopened nanotubes. As expected, there was no blockade current observed (Figure 3.9d). Next, the series of experiments to characterize SWNTs ion channels will show the proof why proton constructs baseline current and cation is blocker.
Generally, in ion channels where the majority charge carriers are ions, the conductance increases with the ion concentration as observed in all the solid state nanopores and nanofluidic channels. In our system, however, the trend is opposite as shown in Figure 3.10a. The result suggests that neither Na\(^+\) nor Cl\(^-\) is the majority charge carrier through the SWNT interior, and agrees with theoretical prediction and experimental demonstration of ion rejection at nanopore-mouth. In addition, we compared water baseline current, KCl baseline current (opened channel) and pore-blocking current (closed channel) for 23 devices in Figure 3.10b. The system that majority charge carriers are ions should show the exponential increase of the baseline current as a function of the concentration of ionic solutions. In our platforms, in spite of using high concentration of ions (3M KCl), this dependence does not appear in Figure 3.10b. In many devices, the water baseline current is larger than that of 3M KCl. It should be noted that the baseline current includes a leakage current through the epoxy structure and UV glue. Also, in some cases, the water baseline current reflects the current at the closed channel, and it turns out the lower current level in comparison to the level of 3M KCl case in an opened channel. Based on this analysis, we can rationalize that the majority charge carriers are H\(^+\) and/or OH\(^-\) rather than ions. Proton conduction through 1D water chains can be fast via hop-and-turn.
Figure 3.9. (a) Schematic of SWNTs ion channel devices. Two reservoirs of ionic solutions are connected via open nanotubes. Cl⁻ is released at cathode (−) and consumed at anode (+). Epoxy structures are inhibitors for ionic solution. The central wall blocks molecular transport except through SWNTs in itself. (b) Comparison between pure water (without electrolyte) and KCl 3M ionic solutions (with electrolyte). (c) Current traces with electrolyte in the device without SWNTs. (d) Current traces with electrolyte in the device with unetched SWNTs. The absolute magnitude of the baseline currents (c and d) was around 200 pA in these examples.
Figure 3.10. Analysis of baseline current of water and ionic solutions. (a) IV curves from one of the devices measured with and without NaCl. Conductance decreases when NaCl is added to the system suggesting little contribution of Na$^+$ and Cl$^-$ to the ion current. (b) Comparison among water baseline current, KCl baseline current (opened channel) and pore-blocking current (closed channel) for 23 devices.
- Current-voltage (IV) curve

Figure 3.11a shows I-V curves which demonstrate non-linear characteristics. Solid state nanopores without any charged species near the pore mouth normally give linear I-V curves, regardless of the polarity of the applied voltage. There are two cases in nanopores that can result in non-linear I-V curves. The first case occurs for asymmetric (e.g. conical shaped) nanopores. However, CNT nanopores in this platform don't have asymmetric shapes, so this case is ruled out. The second case occurs when there is an asymmetric charge distribution at the pore mouths. The oxygen plasma etching step in our device fabrication produced negatively-charged carboxylate groups on both sides of the SWNTs. However, as mentioned, the charged groups might not be identical in number or orientation on the SWNTs. This asymmetry would result in nonlinear I-V curves. Also, unlike hydrophilic pores, hydrophobic pores induce the non-linear I-V curves due to the existence of energy barriers for filling pores.

If differently charged groups are attached to each side, the I-V curves would show high rectification of current depending on the polarity of the applied voltage. Measured I-V curves in Figure 3.11a show asymmetric current traces, but they still have proper current direction under negative applied voltage. From this data, we reason that the number of carboxylate groups is different for each side, generating non-linear I-V curves. It is well known that oxygen plasma etching shapes carboxylate groups near the pore mouth of SWNTs.

One can observe that the current increased linearly under 600 mV. However, near the 600 mV, the rate of the increase was amplified with non-linear shape. This may be due to the hydrophobic nature of SWNTs. The externally applied voltage near 700 mV may overcome the energy barrier, resulting in accelerated proton transport. Also, the increase of the applied electric
field can induce the increase of available protons following with water dissociation that turns out high current. We conducted the high-voltage I-V measurement to study the effect of applied electric field in detail by potentiostat (Figure 3.11b). The base current by proton conduction rises in a non-linear fashion as the applied electric field increases. If other conditions of the SWNT are kept constant, the magnitude of blockade current during cation transport will increase with the rising base current, as estimated by Figure 3.11b.

Figure 3.11. (a) Current-Voltage curve for two CNTs nanopores in low voltage range (0-1000 mV). (b) Current-Voltage curve for two CNT nanopores in a high voltage range (0-7 V).

- **Threshold voltage**

We found that applied voltage across two reservoirs should be over the specific threshold voltages to generate ion transport thorough SWNTs ion channels. For each sample there is an optimal voltage to observe blocking events, and we tune to this region with each experiment. Without the applied voltage, the current remained at 0 pA with intrinsic noise in the measurement setup (Figure 3.12a). The current increase was almost linearly proportional to the applied voltage, linearly (Figure 3.12b). Below the threshold voltages, some SWNTs which were always blocked states could not transport ions. Applied bias between 0 and 695 mV (Figure 3.12) result in only a flat baseline current, demonstrated previously to be proton transport
from the anode to the cathode. At around 700 mV, the electric field was high enough to initiate the transport of ions (Figure 3.13), and above 700 mV, repetitive pore blocking events were observed with varied conductance and dwell time at different electric fields. Since this device had two activated SWNTs as ion channels, two blocked states were observed as shown in Figure 3.12c (one open, and one blocked SWNTs) and Figure 3.12d (two blocked SWNTs). Note that increasing the bias to 800 mV clearly shows the onset of pore blocking. The cations of KCl were shown previously to be the dominant pore-blockers under these conditions.\textsuperscript{192} Through a progressive bisection of the interval spanning blocking and non-blocking conditions, an estimate of the threshold potential for pore blocking can be made. Figure 3.13 shows that cycling between 695 and 700 mV results in non-blocking and stochastic blocking intervals in the current trace, respectively. This threshold yields the electrostatic barrier for K$^+$ partitioning into the CNT pore, which is caused by the transfer of charged particles from a high dielectric solvent (bulk water) to a low dielectric environment (interior of the CNT)\textsuperscript{214}, electrostatic binding to the negatively-charged carboxylate groups near the pore mouth\textsuperscript{215}, and the partial shedding of hydration shells for ions entering small, hydrophobic pores\textsuperscript{199}. In detail, the necessity of partially shedding hydration shells imposes an energetic threshold on ions entering a nanochannel\textsuperscript{199}. In protein ion channels this barrier is minimized by carbonyl oxygen mimicking the hydration environment\textsuperscript{216}, whereas in carbon nanotubes enough activation energy above the potential threshold must be supplied externally. The observed minimum threshold voltage in our study falls into the theoretically predicted free energy of permeation, 80-150 meV\textsuperscript{199}. Ensemble measurement by Fornasiero et al.\textsuperscript{157} reported percent ion rejection by a nanotube membrane at varied ion concentration and valence. They found that the rejection of anions was more efficient due to a negatively charged pore-mouth. The ability of our system to count single ions allows
precise measurement of the separation factor (proton rate/alkali cation rate). We note that the complete rejection of ions can be achieved below the threshold. This high rejection rate reinforces the notion that membranes based on carbon nanotubes may have applications to desalination of sea water and water purification.

Figure 3.12. Representative current signal of applied electric field between ionic solutions (KCl 3 M). (a) Current trace at 0 V. The base current was zero, and no blockaded current was observed. (b) Current trace at 600 mV. The base current increased, but still, pore blocking did not happen. (c),(d) Current traces at 800 mV (between state 2 and 3 (left), and between 1 and 3 (right)). Only above the threshold voltage (700 mV), did we observe the pore blocking events. State 2 (one SWNT blocked by the cation), and state 1 (two SWNTs blocked by cations) showed the different magnitudes of current.

Figure 3.13. Threshold voltage (700 mV) of blockade current by ion transport.
3.2.3. Coherence Resonance in SWNT Ion Channels

- Details of proton transport inside of SWNT

Several researchers predict much faster proton conduction along the hydrogen bonded water network inside the SWNT than in bulk water. The proton conduction can occur via a "hop-and-turn" Grotthuss mechanism along the water chain, and does not require physical translocation of protons. Indeed, the current levels are enhanced by the addition of HCl (1 M) and only upon addition to the anode (+). Cations of successively larger hydration radius, with the anion unchanged as chloride, were fed to the nanotube ion channel, and it was found that 1M tetramethylammonium (TMA) chloride (crystallographic diameter of TMA+ ~ 0.7 nm) yielded no blocking events, despite the fact that the smaller chloride ion should theoretically translocate. The etched ends of nanotubes from the oxygen plasma are known to have carboxylic acid groups with pK_a of about 4.5. The repulsion of anions is therefore consistent with these observations. Impurities and other artifacts are also easily ruled out. The typical current blocking of 100 pA corresponds to 6.25x10^8 protons/s. This value is comparable to the maximum rate reported from water-filled gramicidin proton channels (2.2x10^9 protons/s) under strongly acidic conditions. The result suggests a highly efficient proton conduction through SWNT, enhanced by the expected accumulation of protons near the negatively charged pore-mouth. The high aspect ratio of our nanochannel (> 250,000) is the largest of any synthetic system explored to date, and this appears critical for the detection of single ions in aqueous solution as a technological first. Despite some similarities with biological ion channels, the transport mechanisms in the nanotube are distinct since they do not conduct or gate ions by conformational changes in pore structure. To our knowledge this is the first measurement of the proton conduction through the SWNT interior.
- First observation of coherence resonance

In some instances, we observed durations where the cation blocking events developed highly synchronized, rhythmic patterns, three of which are shown for each ion type in Figure 3.14a. From the all-point histograms, it is clear that these oscillations occur from single nanotube transport. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the resulting current output (Figure 3.14b) reveals the oscillator frequencies as 0.046 Hz for NaCl, 2.7 Hz for LiCl, and 8.1 Hz for KCl. These instances appeared meta-stable and particularly sensitive to environmental perturbation, but otherwise observable for durations lasting several minutes. Despite extensive work examining synthetic analogs of the ion channels, sustainable current oscillation\(^{223,224}\) produced from transport of single ions has not been observed. The productivity of the nanopore in terms of single molecule processing dramatically increases during these periods, counting hundreds of individual cations per minute.

The blocking events provide information about hydrated ion transport in the carbon nanotube, a subject of intense theoretical investigation\(^ {199,202}\). The histograms (Figure 3.15a) of the blocking currents (\(\Delta G\)) show Gaussian distributions for Li\(^+\) and K\(^+\) (with too few events for Na\(^+\)) and mean values that scale as Na\(^+\) > K\(^+\) > Li\(^+\). The ratio of the areas between the hydrated ion cross section and that of the nanopore provides an estimate of the conductance change upon ion partitioning, \(\Delta G\), relative to the value at complete blockage, \(\Delta G_{\text{max}}\).

\[
\Delta G = \left( \frac{d_{\text{ion}}}{d_{\text{tube}} - \sigma_{\text{C-O}}} \right)^2 \Delta G_{\text{max}}
\]

Here, \(\sigma_{\text{C-O}}\) is the Lennard-Jones parameter for C-O interaction (0.0319 nm)\(^ {225}\). For example, K\(^+\) produces \(\Delta G\) values that vary between 52-323 pS (with the latter value taken as \(\Delta G_{\text{max}}\)), and \(d_{\text{ion}}/d_{\text{tube}}\) therefore varies between 0.39-0.98 assuming \(d_{\text{tube}} = 1.5\) nm. Diameter was in the range
of 1.2 and 1.8 nm, and average value was chosen. For Li\(^{+}\), the \(\Delta G\) range is 7.5-145 pS, and \(d_{\text{ion}}/d_{\text{tube}}\) is 0.22-0.98. For Na\(^{+}\), \(\Delta G\) is 120-420 pS, and \(d_{\text{ion}}/d_{\text{tube}}\) is 0.52-0.98. The \(\Delta G\) is the smallest for the Li\(^{+}\) ion, which has the smallest crystallographic diameter and the largest hydrated diameter in bulk. It is expected that \(\Delta G_{\text{Na}^{+}} > \Delta G_{\text{K}^{+}}\) due to stronger hydration around Na\(^{+}\), which generally requires larger pore size as observed in protein ion channels \(^{226}\) although Carrillo-Tripp et al.\(^{227}\) predict higher hydration numbers for K\(^{+}\). A rigid, synthetic nanopore capable of single ion detection as introduced in this work may resolve outstanding questions about ion hydration numbers in a confined space \(^{228}\).

This ordering of the blocking currents is also consistent with what is observed in the mobility histograms in Figure 3.15a, which should instead scale inversely with \(d_{\text{ion}}/d_{\text{tube}}\). Here the Na\(^{+}\) mean \((5 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m}^2/\text{Vs})\) is much smaller than Li\(^{+}\) and K\(^{+}\) with values of \(8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{Vs}\). The Gaussian distribution of \(\tau_{\text{dwell}}\) leads to asymmetry in the mobility distribution (mobility \(\sim 1/\tau_{\text{dwell}}\)). The smallest \(\Delta G\) values accompany a large variation in mobility for Li\(^{+}\) which has a small ionic diameter (0.12 nm). The mobility of Na\(^{+}\), conversely, is smaller by nearly 3 orders of magnitude by comparison suggesting sterically hindered transport inside the nanotube. These are the first experimental measurements of single ion mobilities in a synthetic nanopore. The values are two orders of magnitude higher than the cation mobility of bulk water and the theoretical mobility through a 3 nm diameter SWNT \(^{229}\), (both approximately \(10^{-8} \text{ m}^2/\text{Vs}\)). Theoretical treatments describe this high ion mobility as arising from the atomically smooth surface of the SWNT interior and velocity slip at the wall \(^{225}\). Plotting \(\Delta G\) versus mobility at 1M (Figure 3.15b) reveals an inverse relation as expected for Li\(^{+}\) (red) and K\(^{+}\) (black), and describing the mean value of Na\(^{+}\) (blue). Future work will seek to perform these measurements on a consistent series of identical nanotubes with defined radius, to validate the scaling of mobility with pore size.
predicted by Liu et al. \(^{230}\), and also observed for larger molecules such as DNA through solid-state nanopores \(^{231}\) and SWNT \(^{172}\).

### Stochastic simulation of coherence resonance

These oscillations are caused by a coupling between the stochastic pore blocking and a proton diffusion limitation that develops at the pore mouth (Figure 3.16a). As stated before, the proton mobility through the nanotube is substantially higher than that of bulk solution. Therefore, an unobstructed proton current in the nanotube will necessarily deplete the proton concentration at the pore mouth. Coupling occurs because the depletion increases the relative blocking ion concentration, thereby increasing its probability of partitioning into the nanotube, an extremely rare event otherwise. Once the nanotube is blocked, the proton concentration at the pore mouth increases rapidly while the blocking cation traverses the nanotube. When the blocker emerges from the other side, the proton current is restored, and a subsequent blocking event is suppressed by the initially high concentration of protons relative to blocking cations. Reformation of the diffusion limitation as the proton flow is restored then allows this cycle to repeat indefinitely.

We constructed a stochastic simulation \(^{232}\) (Figure 3.16b) with 6 equations and rate constants (diffusion of \(\text{H}^+\) into \((k_a)\) and out of \((k_{ad})\) the pore mouth region, partitioning of \(\text{H}^+\) \((k_i)\) and blocking cation \((k_2)\) into the nanotube, and the exit of these two species from the nanotube \((k_{1d}\) and \(k_{2d}\) for \(\text{H}^+\) and blocker respectively)) with a Gaussian dwell time distribution known from experiments. The blocking rate constant \((k_2)\) is small compared to the proton value \((k_i)\). This system reconstructs the oscillation frequencies observed experimentally for certain values of the proton exchange rate constant \((k_s)\), and also the Gaussian distribution in open-channel lifetime, \(\tau_{\text{open}}\), observed during the oscillations events in Figure 3.14a.
The signature of stochastic resonance is one where the signal to noise ratio of the system maximizes at optimal level of noise or random fluctuations. In a typical demonstration, an external periodic forcing is super-imposed with white Gaussian noise with a resulting increase in the signal to noise ratio at an optimal noise level. In this work, the mechanism is best described by a coherence resonance\textsuperscript{233} since the forcing function is intrinsic to the system dynamics. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 3.16c by tuning the rate of proton diffusion into the near-pore region (k_s), which controls the inherent noise in the system. A value of k_s that is too large or too small to create the resonance condition results in a blocking frequency that is Poisson-like and erratic. As k_s approaches an inherent resonance condition, the distribution of open-channel lifetime becomes Gaussian and narrow, and the blocking events occur with a locked frequency. This mathematical system can reproduce the frequency values of the oscillations (Figure 3.16d) by examining the FFT of the blocking cation occupancy.

The coherence resonance condition dramatically increases the single molecule processing rate of the nanotube (480/min in resonance versus 5/min off resonance). This has implications for other nanopore systems, including DNA translocation and sequencing, and Coulter detectors. The largest proton conductivity measured to date opens possibilities for new types of proton conducting membranes for fuel cells and catalysis.
Figure 3.14. Meta-stable oscillations of the electro-osmotic current are observed for durations lasting several minutes. (a) Two defined peaks in the all-point histograms indicate that the phenomena arise from single-tube pore blocking events. The frequency of the oscillations varies with the type of ion. (b) Sharp peaks in fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the electro-osmotic current are pronounced at the oscillation frequencies.

Figure 3.15. Detection of individual cation transport through the interior of a single nanotube. (a) Histograms of the conductance decrease upon pore blocking, $\Delta G$ (left), and ion mobility (right) for the tested ions. The ion mobility is 1000 times higher than the value in bulk water. (b) The conductance change with blocking, $\Delta G$, decreases with ion mobility as expected.
Figure 3.16. Stochastic simulation illustrating the influence of coherence resonance on the oscillatory behavior. (a) Six reaction steps define this system: protons and blocking cations entering and transporting across the channel, proton exchange between bulk and pore-mouth region. (b) Summary of the 6 reactions, (c) Trace of number of protons at near-pore (H_{np}, black) and ion occupancy in the nanotube (I_{tube}, blue) at varied rate constant of proton-in to near-pore (k_s). Histogram of open-channel lifetime, \( \tau_{open} \) (red), shows Gaussian distributions only at optimal values of \( k_s \) (in resonance), and random, exponential distributions at larger and smaller values of \( k_s \) (off resonance). Autocorrelation function, C(\tau), shown on the right is pronounced only when the system is in resonance. (d) Sharp peaks in the FFT appear only within the resonance window (red).
3.2.4. Proton Transport through Hydrophobic SWNTs

- Validity of protons as the majority charge carriers

High ionic current can be feasible by first noting that water can form water chains inside the hydrophobic interior, and interrupting this water chain is energetically unfavorable.\textsuperscript{176} Because there are carboxylic acid groups (pKa ~ 5) on the ends of the nanotube, there is a local increase in proton concentration at the pore mouth. Thus, it may be expected that the close proximity of protons to the entrance of the water chain, coupled with the electric field, would predominantly drive proton conduction through the nanotube.

To further confirm this, we conducted experiments with 3M KCl at different pH values (1, 5, and 8). We also performed experiments using D\textsubscript{2}O as a solvent (pD 5). These results support the idea that protons are indeed the majority charge carriers. In order to avoid any ambiguity due to leakage current, we have examined the conductance change upon pore blocking (\(\Delta G\), blockade current) rather than the baseline current (Figure 3.17). From over a hundred blocking events for each pH value, we have found that \(\Delta G\) increases as the solution becomes more acidic (see histograms). The comparison of D\textsubscript{2}O and H\textsubscript{2}O experiments with 3M KCl shows that the \(\Delta G\) of D\textsubscript{2}O is smaller than value from the H\textsubscript{2}O at pH 5. It is well known that the isotope effect for proton transport can be explored by the comparison between H\textsubscript{2}O and D\textsubscript{2}O. It is expected that the ratio of blockade current between H\textsubscript{2}O and D\textsubscript{2}O would correspond to an isotope effect (\(Y_{H}/Y_{D}\)) of 1.6.\textsuperscript{234} In our experiments, this ratio in the experiments is around 1.9 (Figure 3.17b) and it is in a good agreement with our expectation. This strongly supports that the proton transfer is induced by the water wire in the Grotthuss mechanism. Also, in theory, the current magnitude should be increased linearly with decreasing pH\textsuperscript{235}, suggesting that the proton was the principal current carrier. Both of these results provide good evidence of proton conduction through the nanotube.
More acidic solutions have higher proton concentrations, which should increase blockaded current by cation. It is reasonable that higher proton concentration induces larger proton flux in an electric field. Also, D$_2$O proton flux through nanotubes should be lower than that of H$_2$O. Deuterium is heavier than hydrogen, and it causes the decrease of proton mobility in the same electric field.

![Graph showing current traces and pH vs. current](image)

**Figure 3.17.** (a) Current traces of coherence resonance from D$_2$O-KCl 3M (pD 5) and H$_2$O-KCl 3M (pH 1, 5, 8). (b) $\Delta G$ values from 3M KCl at different pH. The value is smaller in D$_2$O than in H$_2$O. Larger $\Delta G$ at acidic pH verifies that protons are the major charge carriers.

- **High proton mobility**

Proton conduction in this system has been proposed to take place by a Grothuss mechanism, by which the excess proton charge is transferred along a chain of water molecules...
by a hopping mechanism. No MD simulations have been run that examine proton conduction in long nanotubes (more than a few nm), but it is conceivable that many protons could be hopping simultaneously inside the nanotube, as one simulation reported a stabilized water complex which contains the excess proton delocalized over 4 water molecules (H$_5$O$_4^+$). Also, assuming 10 water molecules in the cross-sectional area of SWNT is conceivable based on the SWNT diameter. The 20 pA blocking current corresponds to a proton transport rate of $1.25 \times 10^8$ proton/s. This value is comparable to the maximum rate reported from water-filled gramicidin proton channels ($2.2 \times 10^9$ protons/s) under strongly acidic conditions. Also, assuming 10 water molecules in the cross-sectional area of SWNT is feasible in the range of SWNT diameter.

In this case, the proton transport rate along one bonding network is $1.25 \times 10^7$ proton/s.

Thus, if we assume that there is one proton per 4 water molecules, and 10 water molecules in the cross-sectional area, the calculated proton mobility becomes:

$$\mu = \frac{v}{E} = \frac{(1 \times 10^7 \text{proton/s})(0.24 \text{ nm/1 H}_2\text{O})(4\text{H}_2\text{O/1 proton})}{1 \text{V/mm}} = 0.096 \text{ cm}^2/\text{V-s}$$

which is still high, but several orders of magnitude lower than the hole mobility for silicon. The proton mobility in the bulk water is 0.004 cm$^2$/V-s. However, MD simulation have anticipated 10 to 100 times higher proton mobility (0.04~0.4 cm$^2$/V-s) in confined nanoscale regions. This indicates that this high proton mobility is not unrealistic in comparison to simulation.

- Filling water in hydrophobic nanotubes

One would generally question how water would fill a high-aspect ratio, highly hydrophobic carbon nanotube interior. It is true from a continuum dielectric model that moving
a polar species (water) from a high dielectric region (bulk water) to a low dielectric region (the interior of the nanotube) results in a significant free-energy barrier.

According to molecular dynamics simulations by Hummer et al.\textsuperscript{176}, water molecules will lose 2 out of 4 hydrogen bonds, on average, upon entering a nanotube much smaller than the ones probed in this study (0.8 nm vs. 1.5 nm). The energy from van-der Waals interactions with the nanotube interior makes up a fraction of this loss. In addition, there is still significant entropy, as water molecules can freely rotate around the hydrogen bonds. Water chains have been found to form on the inside of carbon nanotubes, which suppress the formation of three-dimensional hydronium cations and provides one-dimensional hydrogen-bonded networks that enhance fast proton transport.\textsuperscript{238}

The main conclusion of the simulation study by Hummer et al.\textsuperscript{176} was that water occupancy can be quite significant even in very small hydrophobic channels (and on time scales on the order of nanoseconds). Again, that simulation study was performed for an even smaller nanotube diameter than the ones probed in this study; therefore, water may be expected to fill the hydrophobic interior of the 1.5 nm diameter nanotubes even more favorably due to more hydrogen bonds achievable and more entropy relative to a smaller diameter nanotube.

### 3.2.5. Observation of Simultaneous, Single Ion Transport in Two SWNTs

The current trace under K\textsuperscript{+} blocking conditions reveals several interesting details regarding the construction of the nanopore system. Three Coulter states are evident, therefore this system corresponds to two parallel nanopores with approximately equal proton conductances (Figure 3.18b). These states are analyzed in more detail below. We also observe that this
system *fail-closed* when the potential drops below the 700 mV threshold, as it clearly remains in the blocked state. This feature is unique to this nanopore system and indicates that the electrostatic barrier is higher for the exit region than the entrance. Such an imbalance can occur from unequal numbers of charged carboxylic acid groups on either end of the nanopore, a condition easily realized due to the small number of attachment sites at either end of the CNT. Also, the functionalization of positively- and negatively-charged groups at either side of the nanopore may have the potential to draw individual cations and anions in opposite directions. The fail-closed state is intriguing because it allows for the systematic trapping of molecules within the nanopore whereby chemical reactions or further manipulations can be performed before their expulsion by cycling the potential above the threshold. In Figure 3.18a, a short dwell-time state is periodically observed in the two pore system, corresponding to the coincident blockage of two K+ ions in each nanopore. Figure 3.18b confirms that this system demonstrates 3 Coulter states with the short dwell time corresponding to the longest arrival time (or interval between observations). The three distinct current levels indicate specific states of SWNT #1 and #2 (state 1 : #1 block - #2 block, state 2 : #1 open - #2 block or #1 block - #2 open, state 3 : #1 open - #2 open). The two pores have nearly similar magnitudes of blockade currents so that we can only observe 3 states (Figure 3.19). Ion channels with two activated SWNTs should possess three different states (state 1 : two blocked, state 2 : one opened, one blocked, state 3 : two opened).
Figure 3.18. (a) Threshold voltage (700 mV) of blockade current by ion transport. (b) Stochastic pore blocking through SWNT #2 (800 mV). Among stochastic events, pore blocking events having short dwell time occur in SWNT #1. (c) Proof of two activated SWNTs in ion channels (800 mV). The blockade current shows 3 states meaning the system of two pores.

Figure 3.19. Modeling states of ion channels made by two SWNTs. a, Data set of pore blocking events from SWNT #1 which has high reaction rate, and short dwell time. b, Data set of pore blocking events from SWNT #2 which has low reaction rate, and long dwell time. c, Mixed data set of ion channels (a + b). d, Histogram of two blocked SWNTs (state1), one opened and one blocked SWNTs (state 2), and two opened SWNTs (state 3). e, Expanded data to clarify each state.
This parallel nanopore system provides an opportunity to test the statistical nature of pore blocking events at potentials above the threshold. Specifically, we asked if the dynamics of this system are described by a 3 state Markov chain (Figure 3.20). We applied three different voltages (800, 900, or 1000 mV), generating the current traces and all point histograms shown in Figure 3.21. Again, since two parallel SWNT nanopores are involved in ion transport, the all points histogram should indicate 4 peaks except in the case where the intermediate state (one blocked/one unblocked) is degenerate (Figure 3.19). We find that the ratios of the observed 3 peaks in the all points histogram are consistent with a simple Markov process. Note that the completely closed state displays a large arrival time (18 sec), with a short dwell time (0.07 sec) in all three cases. This state is rare (probability = 0.02) because two K+ must transport coincidently in each nanopore for its observation. Using relative ratios of the 3 peaks, we calculated the probabilities of pore blocking for SWNT #1 and #2. At 800 mV, the probabilities of blockade current for #1 and #2 were 0.73 and 0.066 (Figure 3.21a). At 900 mV, #1 and #2 were 0.78 and 0.019 (Figure 3.21b). At 1000 mV, #1 and #2 were 0.67 and 0.006 (Figure 3.21c).

Note that increasing the electric field is expected to decrease the dwell times of single pore occupancy, since the K+ will translocate faster. The coincident state in SWNT #2 decreases as expected with increasing potential. However, the increasing electric field also appears to affect the frequency of cation arrival at the negatively charged pore mouth. Since, SWNT #1 is affected by both the dwell time and this frequency, the probability is not inversely proportional to the electric field as one might expect.

This distinct trend between SWNT #1 and #2 from applied voltage can be explained as an interference between the ion dwell time and the arrival frequency. The fast proton conduction through SWNT\textsuperscript{20,241} induces the depletion of proton concentration at the pore mouth. Near the
pore entrance, it gradually establishes a relatively high concentration of cations, which leads to pore blocking when a single cation enters the SWNT.\textsuperscript{157,199} After the blocking cation translocates, this depletion process is repeated, and another cation continues the process. The frequency of this process is accelerated with increasing applied electric field whereas the dwell time decreases. In SWNT \#2 (low probability for blocking), the occupancy of SWNT by the cation is a relatively rare event, and the change in arrival frequency with an increase in applied voltage can be neglected in comparison with the change in dwell time. However, in SWNT \#1 (with a high probability for blocking), the frequency of pore blocking events appear sensitive to the applied electric field. Therefore, the probability is affected by both of the frequency of pore blocking events and the dwell time. In SWNT \#1, the average dwell time was slightly decreased by the increase of applied voltage (Figure 3.22), whereas the frequency of pore blocking events was increased. This difference can be caused by either the defects-impurities in SWNTs, or the various charged conditions\textsuperscript{242} on the pore mouths of SWNTs or slight difference of diameters and chiralities\textsuperscript{243}. For example, the end of SWNTs etched by oxygen plasma forms carboxylic acid groups that may not be identically shaped on SWNT \#1 and \#2.\textsuperscript{219}

\begin{align*}
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\textbf{Figure 3.20.} Markov chain network with probabilities of pore blocking for SWNT \#1 ($p_{s1}$) and \#2 ($p_{s2}$).

A (state 3) : \#1 OPEN - \#2 OPEN, B1 (state 2) : \#1 BLOCK - \#2 OPEN, B2 (state 2) : \#1 OPEN - \#2 BLOCK, D (state 1) : \#1 BLOCK - \#2 BLOCK.
Figure 3.21. Current traces and all-point histograms of (a) 800 mV, (b) 900 mV, and (c) 1000 mV. Inset is extended figure of state 1. Peak heights represent # of data points in state 1, 2, and 3.
Figure 3.22. Ion mobility, and conductance change by pore blocking, $\Delta G$. (a) Histograms of $\Delta G$ as a function of applied voltage. (b) Histograms of ion mobility versus applied voltage. (c) Conductance change by pore blocking decreases with ion mobility.
3.2.6. Model for Simultaneous, Single Ion Transport through Two SWNTs

We analytically describe (Fig. 3.23a) the two ion channels using a simple three state Markov chain governed by two different sets of rate constants. The rate constants for cation blocking in SWNT #1 ($k_1$) and SWNT #2 ($k_2$) control the arrival times and depend on the status of each pore mouth. We note that pore blocking in #1 appears to be more frequent than #2 ($k_1 > k_2$). The rate constants for the pores #1 ($k_{1d}$) and #2 ($k_{2d}$) should be known from the electric field and the scaling of ion mobility. The expected distribution of states 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 3.20) are then,

$$P_i = p_{s1}p_{s2}, \quad P_2 = p_{s1} + p_{s2} - 2p_{s1}p_{s2}$$
$$P_3 = (1 - p_{s1})(1 - p_{s2}) \quad (3-1)$$

probabilities of state 1 ($P_1$), 2 ($P_2$), 3 ($P_3$), where, pore blocking for SWNT #1 ($p_{s1}$), #2 ($p_{s2}$) that can be described by cation-in ($\gamma_1$, $\gamma_2$) and cation-out ($\gamma_{1d}$, $\gamma_{2d}$).

$$p_{s1} = \gamma_1(1 - \gamma_{1d}), \quad p_{s2} = \gamma_2(1 - \gamma_{2d}) \quad (3-2)$$

Each $\gamma$ can be calculated by a rate constant according to.

$$\gamma_1 = 1 - e^{k_1t}, \quad \gamma_{1d} = 1 - e^{k_{1d}t}, \quad \gamma_2 = 1 - e^{k_2t}, \quad \gamma_{2d} = 1 - e^{k_{2d}t} \quad (3-3)$$

where, $t$ is the time interval for the observation. Rate constant for releasing cations are estimated by,

$$k_{i,d} = \frac{\mu_i(E - E_{th})}{L} \quad (3-4)$$

where, $L$ is the length of SWNTs, $\mu$ is the ion mobility of each SWNT, $E$ is the applied voltage, and $E_{th}$ is the threshold voltage. Figure 3.23b shows that the simulations of relative peak heights nearly correspond with experimental results. The weight of state 1 rapidly decreases from threshold voltage with increase of applied voltage, while state 3 slowly increases (Figure 3.24a, c). The state 1 is dominated by pore blocking of #2 which is a rare event, so that it depends on
ion mobility inversely proportional to the voltage. State 3 shows a gradual increase, because the increase of frequency of pore blocking decays the decrease of ion mobility. Uniquely, the probability of the state 2 increases up to 860 mV, the range which the frequency increase surpasses overall decrease of dwell time. But, the probability of the state 2 decreases over 860 mV, due to the decrease of dwell time over the effect of the rising frequency (Figure 3.24b). We conclude that a simple Markov network with linear electric field dependence of the translocation velocity approximately describes this system.

**Figure 3.23.** (a) Schematic of transports of cations through SWNTs. Each SWNT has different rate constants ($k_1$ and $k_2$: occupied by cations, $k_{1d}$ and $k_{2d}$: releasing cations) (b) Comparison of 3 states: simulation and experiment at 800, 900, and 1000 mV.

**Figure 3.24.** The simulations of probabilities of all states (state 3: (a), state 2: (b), state 1: (c)) are shown as a function of applied voltage.
3.3. Ion Correlated Transport Phenomena from a Single Isolated SWNT

3.3.1. Two SWNTs Undergoing Simultaneous Coherence Resonance

The platform we studied was fabricated the same manner as in our previous work. Briefly, horizontally-aligned SWNT were grown using chemical vapour deposition and covered by an epoxy structure defining the reservoirs, using UV glue to form a tight seal. The exposed ends of the SWNT were removed using oxygen plasma, leaving open SWNT that span the epoxy barrier. The reservoirs were filled with electrolyte solutions (KCl, LiCl, NaCl, or CsCl), and a fixed voltage drove the current that is detected by Ag/AgCl electrodes. In stochastic pore-blocking, fast proton flux through the interior of SWNT results in a high current level, depleting the proton concentration in the near-pore region and increasing the concentration of cations near the pore mouth (Figure 3.25a). Next, a cation enters the SWNT and obstructs the proton flux, resulting in a low current level (Figure 3.25b). Once the ion emerges from the other side, the high current level is rapidly restored due to the high proton concentration near the pore mouth (Figure 3.25c). Under certain conditions, ions enter and translocate at a fixed frequency, resulting in CR being observed for a single SWNT.

![Figure 3.25. Schematic illustration of ion transport in SWNTs and concomitant electro-osmotic current changes: (a) Proton flux, (b) ion insertion, and (c) recovery of proton flux.](image-url)
In one of the devices we tested, we observed CR in one SWNT with 3M KCl in the reservoirs. Over time, this developed into two simultaneous CR traces being observed as a second SWNT opened up. The current trace is composed of four distinct current levels and two dwell times which indicate that there are two activated SWNTs (SWNT #1, #2) undergoing high- and low-frequency CR (Figure 3.26a). The differences in CR frequencies, dwell times, and pore-blocking currents between the two channels can be due to different diameters or number of carboxylic groups on the ends. Although the SWNT diameters in the device are 1.2-1.8 nm, a small difference can induce dramatic changes in CR characteristics. The histogram of \( \Delta G \) (conductance change upon ion partitioning) (Figure 3.26b), and ion mobility\( (=\frac{\text{channel length}^2}{\text{voltage}\times\text{dwell time}}) \) (Figure 3.26c) distinctly show the contributions from two SWNTs. SWNT #1 has large \( \Delta G \) (48 pS) and ion mobility \( (2.8\times10^{-5} \text{ m}^2/\text{Vs}) \), whereas SWNT #2 generates relatively low \( \Delta G \) (21 pS) and ion mobility \( (0.4\times10^{-5} \text{ m}^2/\text{Vs}) \). This result implies that SWNT #1 has greater proton flux and faster cation transport than SWNT #2. Performing FFT on the current trace reveals resonant frequencies centered at 12 Hz (SWNT #1) and 1.4 Hz (SWNT #2), as shown in Figure 3.26d. One hypothesis for this distinct difference can be explained as the bulk to nanoscale transition inside SWNTs. Theoretical simulations have anticipated a transition from bulk to one-dimensionally, confined water chains in SWNT as its diameter decreases.\(^{246-248}\) Nearer to the transition, ion transport is one-dimensional, resulting in mobilities higher than that in bulk.\(^{249}\) In this scheme, the diameter of SWNT #1 should be closer to this transition than SWNT #2, which also results in larger \( \Delta G \) due to enhanced proton flux in one-dimensional water chains.
Figure 3.26. Two simultaneous-synchronized coherent resonance (CR) by ion transport at 1000 mV. (a) Representative current traces, all-point histogram and enlarged shapes of a combination of two CR. Histograms of (b) conductance decrease upon ion partitioning, $\Delta G$, and (c) ion mobility for $K^+$ ion in two SWNTs. (d) Two oscillation frequencies calculated by fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the electro-osmotic current.
3.3.2. Effects of Ionic Species on the Dynamics in a Single SWNT

The dynamics of ion transport are also correlated with the ionic species. Figure 3.29a shows that $K^+$, $Cs^+$, $Li^+$, and $Na^+$ produce distinct blockade currents and dwell times. These traces were all observed in the same SWNT device, and the two peaks in the all-points histogram shows that only one nanotube is contributing to the current trace. The distinguishing features are
ΔG (Figure 3.29b), and ion mobility (Figure 3.29c). ΔG reflects the obstructed proton flux by the cation and should be proportional to the hydrated radius inside the SWNT. The ordering for ΔG is \( \text{Li}^+ < \text{Na}^+ < \text{Cs}^+ < \text{K}^+ \), and the ordering for ion mobility is \( \text{Na}^+ < \text{Cs}^+ < \text{K}^+ < \text{Li}^+ \). These orders should be compared to the orders of crystallographic diameters (\( \text{Li}^+ < \text{Na}^+ < \text{K}^+ < \text{Cs}^+ \)) and hydrated diameters (\( \text{Cs}^+ < \text{K}^+ < \text{Na}^+ < \text{Li}^+ \)) in water. It is well-known that ions need to partially shed hydration shells in order to enter a hydrophobic nanochannel. Shao et al. predicted the anomalous hydration shell order between Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) inside a CNT. The narrow diameter and hydrophobic nature of SWNTs are critical to the hydration radius and shell numbers, and we observe here that new orders of hydrated radius of cations are implied to be \( \text{Li}^+ < \text{Na}^+ < \text{Cs}^+ < \text{K}^+ \) from ΔG orders. In this case, although the largest ionic size results in the lowest mobility in bulk water, the ion mobility is not inversely proportional to hydrated ion sizes for ion transport through the SWNT interior. For example, except Li\(^+\) (the smallest ΔG and the largest mobility), other cations do not follow a normal trend. This can be understood by either the unique structure of hydrogen bonded water in molecular chains, or counter ions on SWNTs. First, in bulk water, molecule chains do not line up in one direction due to no constriction of structures, whereas water molecule chains are aligned inside of SWNTs. Disordering this immovable and stable chain for cations passing through requires completely different dynamics with bulk water. For example, the higher energy barrier would be counted for breaking this substantial chain than that in bulk. Another potential mechanism is that the counter ions are supposed to cancel out the positive charges in SWNTs. When the water molecule chains are unstable, there is a possibility of the existence of hydroxide ions on the SWNT. This mechanism might affect the unique order of ion mobility in the SWNT.
Figure 3.29. Rhythmic oscillations of the electro-kinetic current in various ionic solutions. All data in this figure was collected from the same device. SWNT diameter is unknown. (a) Representative current traces of K⁺, Cs⁺, Li⁺, Na⁺, and enlarged shapes of one pore-blocking event at 1000 mV. Histograms of (b) ΔG, and (c) ion mobility induced by the different types of cations. Other 2 devices show the same orders for both blocked conductance and mobility though the absolute magnitudes are varied a little.
3.3.3. Effects of an Applied Electric Field on Dynamics in a Single SWNT

The applied voltage is another critical factor affecting the dynamics of ion transport through SWNTs. While stochastic pore blocking is observed, an increase in the voltage results in an increase in the blockade current and a decrease in the dwell times (Figure 3.30a). The pore-blocking characteristics for $K^+$ and $Cs^+$ were explored in more detail from its threshold voltage (the voltage at which pore-blocking events begin$^{244}$) to 1000 mV (Figure 3.30b). In this SWNT the threshold voltages were 500 mV for $K^+$ and 700 mV for $Cs^+$. The entire current traces of $K^+$ and $Cs^+$ each lasting several minutes are shown in Figure 3.30b. Sometime, when the electric field was suddenly changed, the pore-blocking event disappeared, instantly, and was restored after a while. It is due to the reconstruction of the optimized conditions of CR near the pore mouth such as proton, and cation concentration against new electric potential. Also, during cycling between 500 mV and 1000 mV for $K^+$, the blockade current was fairly stable at the same electric potential. Figure 3.30c and Figure 3.30d summarize the average $AG$ and dwell time, respectively. The observed results show the nonlinear increase in $AG$ for both $K^+$ and $Cs^+$ as voltage increases (Figure 3.30c). Also, the dwell times decrease (Figure 3.30d), and the ion mobilities slightly increase as applied voltage increases. These results have been observed in many devices, and it is a distinctive trend in high-aspect ratio SWNTs. Theory predicts linear scaling of $AG$, and the constant ion mobility in bulk solutions,$^{254}$ whereas other experimental data and simulations have shown the nonlinear scaling of $AG$ and the change of mobility under varying electric fields.$^{255-256}$ This behaviour in SWNTs is explained by the enhancement of ordered, one-dimensional water structures in nanoscale channel,$^{257-258}$ which is also known to occur in the interior of SWNT.$^{248}$ This arrangement highly accelerates the proton fluxes in comparison to bulk environments. When the electric potential rises, there is a strong
enhancement of one dimensional arrangement of water molecules from a bulk, disordered configuration to a nanoscale, ordered one, and this results in the nonlinear amplification of proton flux inside SWNTs. This argument also explains the trend in the ion mobility, which should increase in a more ordered, one-dimensional environment induced by higher applied voltage. In addition to that, there might be effects from localization of the electric field near the ion and nonlinear concentration enhancement of protons in the SWNT. All of those reasons should definitely construct the nonlinear amplification of the blocked conductance as a function of the electric field.
Figure 3.30. Dynamics of ion transport induced by an applied electric field. (a) Real time change of characteristics of ion transport between 900 mV and 1000 mV. (b) Electro-osmotic current traces of KCl and CsCl 3M solutions from the threshold voltage to 1000 mV. Average (c) $\Delta G$ and (d) dwell time of K$^+$ and Cs$^+$ depending on an electric field.
Figure 3.31. Ion mobilities of K⁺ and Cs⁺ as a function of the applied electric field.
3.4. Effect of Ion Transport upon Diameters of SWNTs

Given the previous data, it is estimated that SWNTs may construct their own blockade current and dwell time. The two parameters are considered to determine the characteristics of ion translocation through SWNTs, which include. The number of carboxylic groups near the pore mouth and the geometric properties and limitations from SWNTs diameters. The former would be controllable by changing the exposure time to oxygen plasma etching, whereas the latter induces complexities. SWNTs in our previous study were in the range of 1.2 nm and 1.8 nm. In spite of the small difference in SWNTs diameters, we observed variations in blockade currents and dwell times. If the correlated phenomena for ion transport inside the SWNTs is formulated as a function of SWNTs diameters, it will provide new insights into understanding the detailed nano-confined effects of hydrophobic channels.

3.4.1. Modified Device Fabrication with a Single SWNT

To explore more detailed dynamics of SWNTs diameters, we modified and fabricated a new device with only one-single SWNT (Figure 3.32). The aligned SWNTs were grown on the silicon wafer by CVD. Specific markers indicating the position of SWNTs on the silicon wafer were deposited by the E-beam evaporation technique. At this stage, SWNTs on the specific area were characterized by Raman spectra, which would give the information of diameters and types (metal or semiconducting) of SWNTs. Based on the information, the only one SWNT was chosen and remained as the specific nanochannel in the device, whereas all other SWNTs were removed by a razor blade etching process (Figure 3.33). On the basis of SEM images for entire silicon wafer and markers, accurate positions of SWNTs relative to markers can be indicated. A razor blade physically etches the area parallel to markers that do not include a target SWNT.
After this selective process, the platform was fabricated by the same manner in our previous work. Briefly, one SWNT and silicon wafer was covered by an epoxy structure (constructed from SU-8 negative photoresist) that defines reservoirs, using UV glue to form a tight sealing. The exposed ends of the SWNT were removed using oxygen plasma, which leaves an open SWNT that spans the epoxy barrier. The reservoirs were filled with electrolyte solutions (KCl, LiCl, NaCl, or CsCl), and a fixed voltage drove the current that is detected by Ag/AgCl electrodes.

**Figure 3.32.** Fabrication of a single SWNT ion channel device. After growing SWNTs by CVD method, Raman spectra scans several SWNTs near the specific markers. Except one targeted SWNT, all others are removed. Next procedures follow the fabrication process of multi SWNTs devices in 3.2.1.
Figure 3.33. Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images of SWNTs and one selective SWNT. All positions of SWNTs were recorded by SEM images near the specific markers. After characterizing all SWNTs by Raman, only one SWNT remained in the device while others were etched.
3.4.2. Characterization of a Single SWNT by Raman Spectra

SEM images would be able to inform us the exact position between the specific markers and SWNTs (Figure 3.33). Although the optical microscope can detect the position of the specific markers, it is not possible to see an individual SWNT on the silicon wafer due to the limitation of resolutions. Therefore, we roughly estimate the distance between the specific marker and a SWNT based on the entire map prepared by SEM. By scanning few micrometers near the region expected to have a SWNT, we are able to find an individual SWNT on the silicon wafer. The diameter of a SWNT can be collected by either AFM (atomic force microscopy) or Raman spectra. AFM can directly measure the diameter of SWNTs from the difference in height between the surface and SWNTs. However, it needs a large amount of time to scan even a few micrometers. In comparison, Raman spectra needs a relatively small amount of time, and thus it is a more effective method to find the specific SWNT on the silicon wafer in our devices. G mode from Raman scattering indicates whether this scanned area includes a SWNT or not. This G mode corresponds to planar vibrations of carbon atoms and it exists in most graphite-like materials. G peak in SWNTs is shifted slightly to lower frequencies relative to graphite (1580 cm\(^{-1}\)), and it shows several separate peaks depending on the tube structure and its excitation energy. Radial Breathing Mode (RBM) of Raman spectroscopy corresponding to radial expansion-contraction of the nanotube would inform us the diameter according to the relation between its frequency (\(\omega_{\text{RBM}}\)) and a SWNT diameter (\(d_{\text{SWNT}}\) (nm)). Many empirical formulas have been available to confirm the scaling of RBM frequency corresponding to a specific diameter. Fanitini et al. studied this scaling of Hipco SWNTs in the solution phase. They demonstrated that this relation would be formulated as \(\omega_{\text{RBM}}=(223/d_{\text{SWNT}})+10\). On the other hand, Jorio et al. developed a formula for an individual SWNT on the silicon wafer.
synthesized by CVD as \( \omega_{\text{RBM}} = \frac{248}{d_{\text{SWNT}}} \). A few years later, Souza et al.\(^{262} \) confirmed that experimental values measured by AFM are well fitted to this formula with more than one hundred samples. This RBM intensity is normally in the range of 100 and 350 cm\(^{-1} \). We applied this formula to calculate the diameters of SWNTs, while the G peak was used to fix the types of SWNTs. Figure 3.34a is the representative Raman signal for semiconducting SWNTs corresponding to a SWNT in SEM images. The sharp G peak without a large second peak indicates that this SWNT is semiconducting. The RBM peak (180.38 cm\(^{-1} \)) is converted to the 1.37 nm diameter by \( \omega_{\text{RBM}} = \frac{248}{d_{\text{SWNT}}} \). For the metallic SWNT, G peak shows wide distribution (Figure 3.34b). The diameter conversion formula is the same as the semiconducting SWNTs. A 1.57 nm diameter corresponds to the 158.1 cm\(^{-1} \) RBM peak. All SWNTs in devices were characterized by the same method, and we were able to explore the diameter scaling of ion translocation through the inside of SWNTs.

### Figure 3.34
Examples of Raman spectra of (a) a semiconducting SWNT and (b) a metal SWNT. RBM peak indicates the diameter of a SWNT and G-peak indicates the type (metal or semiconducting) of a SWNT.
3.4.3. Typical Current Traces of Ion Transport through one SWNT

We reported two simultaneous coherence resonances as two SWNTs opened up at the same time (Figure 3.26). The current trace is composed of four distinct current levels and two dwell times, which indicates that there are two activated SWNTs (SWNT #1, #2) undergoing high- and low-frequency coherence resonance. As indicated, although SWNT diameters in the device are 1.2-1.8 nm, a small difference can induce these dramatic changes in coherence resonance characteristics. Numerical simulations have anticipated a transition from bulk to water chains confined in SWNTs with a single dimension as its diameter changes. Approaching the transition, ion transport is one-dimensional, resulting in mobilities higher than those in bulk. This suggests that the study of coherence resonance in different diameters of SWNTs will give the most intriguing understanding of sub nm, high aspect ratio, hydrophobic nanochannels. A specific diameter of SWNT is expected to construct its distinctive movement of ion and proton transport.

Figure 3.35 shows the representative current traces from many devices in different diameters. Figure 3.35a shows the current trace and histograms in blockade current and dwell time of the 1.74 nm diameter SWNT, while Figure 3.35b is the data from the SWNT with the diameter of 1.67 nm. At some times, during experiments, sometimes, the irregular change of current states might be observed due to the random behaviors of species near the pore mouth. Therefore, in order to confirm successive single cation transports, both dwell time and blockade current should have regular shapes. We can see the well-distributed histograms of both blockade current and dwell time, similar to the Poisson distribution. Moreover, in spite of small change in diameters from 1.74 nm to 1.67 nm, the blockade current increases twice, whereas the dwell time is lowered. It implies that the sensitive change of geometrical constriction in nanoscale may
induce the critical behavior about the dynamic behaviors of nanofluidics. Furthermore, it should be noted that the dwell time is more widely distributed in comparison to the case of blockade current. The blockade current is related to the proton flux through water molecule chains, and the dwell time is affected by cation transport. Water molecule chains are stabilized and nearly immovable in a SWNT, whereas cations pass through a SWNT with breaking the water chains.

Figure 3.35. Examples of typical current traces and histograms for a specific SWNT diameter. Histogram shows the poisson distribution for both blockade current and dwell time. Data for (a) a 1.74 nm, semiconducting SWNT and (b) a 1.67 nm, semiconducting SWNT. Potassium ions were the blockers for both cases.
3.4.4. Conductance and Dwell Time as a Function of SWNT Diameters

A number of devices with one, two or three SWNTs have been fabricated and tested for ion translocation by the voltage clamp setup. A higher failure rate has been observed in a device with a single SWNT in comparison to multi SWNTs devices. In the previous work, multi SWNTs in one device were fabricated to increase the probability of the observation of ion transport during experiments. Many of multi SWNTs in devices were permanently blocked by impurities or defects from CVD or fabrication processes. Moreover, SWNTs with the high aspect ratio might be bended or damaged during the fabrication, and these uncertain obstructions could block the paths of ions. An applied electric field (max 1000 mV) may also remain below the requisite field to begin ion translocation cleaning the blocking species or to overcome the potential barrier (threshold voltage) near the pore mouth. Therefore, many devices have been fabricated and tested. Pore-blocking events have only been constructed in about 15 devices out of over 100 devices.

First of all, the 12 devices with pore-blocking events in a single SWNT are shown in Figure 3.36. This plot includes all pore-blocking events that are described by its distinctive blockade current and dwell time. It should be noted that the blockade current is shown in a linear scale, while the dwell time is presented in a log scale. In some devices, the blockade current is widely scattered, but the normal distribution follows the Gaussian distribution similar to the histograms in Figure 3.35. The red cross in the scatter plot (Figure 3.36) indicates the average value of blockade current. We can find quite distinctive trends of blockade current as a function of SWNTs diameter from this plot. Interesting phenomena occur near 1.6-1.7 nm. The overall trend under 1.6 nm is an increase in blockade current induced by larger diameters. The maximum values are observed near the range of 1.6 nm and 1.7 nm, and it starts showing the
reduction in the blockade current. The blockade current above 1.7 nm decreases again, and it continues to the area of 2 nm. With respect to dwell time, we can see more widely distributed points than the blockade current, although it seems that dwell time also maintains roughly the general trend. Figure 3.37 represents the average values and the standard deviation of the blockade current (a) and the dwell time (b). The dwell times are in the minimum values around 1.65 and 1.75 nm. It is approximately in the inverse proportion to the blockade current. However, the dwell time is more randomly distributed rather than any clear tendency. The large standard deviation in the dwell time also confirms more irregular distribution in the dwell time.

![Figure 3.36](image)

**Figure 3.36.** Scatter plots of ion transport events for single SWNT devices in 3M KCl solutions. Dwell time VS blockade current. SWNTs diameters are in the range of 1 nm and 2 nm. The red cross for each subplot indicates the average blockade current for one device. Note that dwell time is distributed in different time scale for each device. Potassium chloride solution was used during the experiments.
In different devices, there might be different conditions of negatively charged carboxylic groups near the pore mouth. To examine the accurate effects of different diameters in similar pore mouth conditions, we fabricated many 2 or 3 SWNTs devices with known diameters. Based on the single SWNTs data, we can assign which pore blocking phenomena match up with events in the specific diameter of SWNT. Student's t-test about 1.5 and 1.7 allows the assignment of multi SWNTs devices (In here, 2 or 3 SWNTs). For example, if two distinctive pore-blocking events in a 2 SWNTs device with 1.2 nm and 1.5 nm are observed, we can assign large blockade current events to 1.5 nm SWNT and the small blockade current events to 1.2 nm SWNT. By means of this assignment, the overall four devices (3 devices with 2 SWNTs, 1 device with 3 SWNTs) are added to the master plot as a function of SWNTs diameters (Figure 3.38). We can still see the unique volcano trend for the blocked conductance. From 1.2 to 1.6 nm, the blockade current increases beyond 1.7 nm, whereas the blockade current reduces. The critical observation is sudden, maximized blocked conductance in the range of 1.6 and 1.7 nm. Figure 3.39 shows the average values and the standard deviation of (a) the blockade current and
(b) the conductance change. The most SWNTs diameter were in the range of 1 nm and 2 nm, because we expected this range would show unique behavior with the transition between the ordered structures of nanofluidics and more randomly distributed molecules in nanochannels. Another unique trend becomes possible below 1 nm range or over 2 nm range. However, over 2 nm, the water diffusion in the bulk would be dominant rather than the immovable water structures in SWNTs. In addition, the ionic selectivity may be weakened, so that the massive ionic diffusion would interrupt the current traces. Under 1 nm range, many researchers have reported that about a 0.86 nm diameter SWNT would construct a single water molecule chain SWNT. Therefore, there can exist high possibility to observe another unprecedented change due to the water molecules chains of single water file near 0.86 nm. Figure 3.39 also describes average values and the standard deviation of (c) the dwell time and (d) the ion mobility. We can still observe the overall trend that dwell time decrease from 1.2 nm to 1.65 nm, while the dwell time increases over 1.7 nm. In addition to that, we investigated the effect by the different types of ions whether it is metallic or semiconducting type. There were no specific trends depending on metallic or semiconducting SWNTs. It means that the most parts of distinguishable events might be constructed by geometrical conditions like diameters and lengths rather than the surface structures characterized by the chirality of SWNTs. However, as we discussed in single SWNT devices, this trend is not clear enough to confirm any specific dynamics. Another observation is that the standard deviation of the dwell time in large diameters (low ion mobility) are relatively larger than small one, and it might be due to the diffusive, random movement of cations for all directions inside the SWNTs in a larger diameter channel.

In addition, we investigated the effects of the baseline current on the blockade current. As we informed, the baseline current was constructed by the leakage current. When a SWNT
was activated, the current trace was circulated between the opened state and the closed state as a coulter state. Figure 3.40 shows the comparison of the baseline current, closed state, and opened state. It should be noted that the magnitude of the baseline has not shown any systematic changes being related to the blockade current (Opened state - Closed state). This random tendency is a strong proof that the blockade current was constructed by only a SWNT rather than the leakage current. Also, the leakage current was highly varied due to the different conditions, such as the cross-linking of epoxy structure or UV glue adhesion during the fabrication.

![Figure 3.38. Scatter plots of ion transport events for all SWNTs including single SWNT devices and multi SWNTs devices. SWNTs diameters are in the range of 1 nm and 2 nm. The red cross for each subplot indicates the average blockade current for one device. All experiments were conducted in 3M KCl and 1000 mV. The length of SWNTs was 1000 μm for the comparison in the same conditions.](image)
Figure 3.39. Average magnitude and standard deviation of pore-blocking events from one SWNT device and multi SWNTs devices. Test solution was 3M KCl, and all SWNT length was 1000 μm. (a) Blockade current, (b) blocked conductance, (c) dwell time, and (d) ion mobility.
Figure 3.40. Comparison of absolute magnitudes of current traces for baseline current, open state and closed state.

We need to explore detailed analysis and descriptions why we observe this kind of unique trends for the blockade current. The first step is estimating the conductivity and conductance of SWNTs. In an unblocked state, protons flow through the nanotube. Upon complete blockage the proton current will decrease, and generate the blockade current. From the current reduction ($\Delta I$), with known nanotube length (1000 µm) and diameter (1-2 nm), we can calculate the proton conductivity through the nanotube.

$$Conductivity = \text{conductance} \times \frac{\text{length}}{\text{area}} = \frac{\Delta I}{\text{voltage}} \times \frac{\text{length}}{\text{area}}$$ (3-5)
Since the main charge carriers are the protons in the system, the equation gives us the proton conductivity through a single SWNT. Also, the dwell time allows us to calculate the ion mobility and its drifting velocity. It turns out that the proton flux is quite high in comparison to the bulky membranes in solutions. We need to understand how it is feasible to have the high proton flux in SWNTs. First, the proton conduction rate calculated from the blocked conductance is quite high, but it is in the range of other nanochannels. As we described in previous work, the proton conduction occurs via proton hopping along continuous water networks (Grotthuss mechanism). The interior is filled with networks of water molecules and does not require any counter ions. Assuming 10 water molecules in the cross-sectional area of SWNT, proton hopping velocity of $5 \times 10^4$ m/s and mobility of $5 \times 10^5$ cm$^2$/Vs are estimated. Compared to the experimentally measured proton mobility through a 50 μm diameter capillary, the value is 8 orders of magnitude higher, which seems unreasonable. However, the number is not entirely unrealistic when compared with Mann et al.'s molecular dynamics simulation where they report the proton hopping velocity of 1.25 nm/150 fs (~10$^4$ m/s) through a (6,6) SWNT. The fast proton conduction is still valid in this diameter because the electric field reorients water molecules in the desired direction and further facilitates the proton transport.

In a physical model, the trend of the blockade current can be explained by the interaction between ordered water structures and hydrated cation size in this confined SWNT structures. The magnitude of the blocked conductance can be estimated by

$$\Delta G = \left( \frac{d_{\text{ion}}}{d_{\text{tube}} - \sigma_{\text{C-O}}} \right)^2 \Delta G_{\text{max}}$$

(3 - 6)

where, $d_{\text{ion}}$ is the diameter of a cation including hydration shells in a confined space, $d_{\text{tube}}$ is the diameter of a SWNT, $\Delta G$ is the blocked conductance by a cation, $\Delta G_{\text{max}}$ is the whole proton flux.
through a SWNT, and $\sigma_{C-O}$ is the Lennard-Jones parameter for C-O interaction (0.0319 nm). in this equation, critical parameters are $\Delta G_{\text{max}}$ and $d_{\text{ion}}$ because other parameters are already fixed in the system. $\Delta G_{\text{max}}$ depends on the maximum proton flux rate in a SWNT whereas $d_{\text{ion}}$ is decided by hydration shell sizes in a sub nanometer scale. Confinement at the molecular scale strongly affects the behavior of water and ions and can lead to effects that are not anticipated from macroscopic descriptions. It is well known that ions need to shed its one or two hydration shells for entering the nanoscale channels. The bulk hydration radius is not the same as that in the confined nanopore. Moreover, in wider pores, which are readily filled by water, there exists considerable midrange ordering of the solvent induced by the ion, i.e. its hydration shell (radius of the second shell 0.53 nm), and by the wall (about two water layers, 0.6 nm). Combining these two ranges, we estimate that the solvent-mediated wall-ion interaction can extend to about 1-2 nm. Thus, ions will still be affected by the pore surface even if the pore is 10 times as wide as the bare ion. Around an ion there exist multiple hydration shells. Ions shed some of their hydration when entering, and remain hydrated inside the nanotube. One of the potential barrier for threshold voltages originates in the high energetic cost for an ion to shed its first or, in wider pores, its second hydration shell. For example, in the narrow selectivity filter of the potassium channels, evolution has demonstrated how to overcome dehydration barriers by solvating ions by carbonyl oxygens, which seamlessly replace water molecules in the first hydration shell, leading to a vanishing barrier for ion permeation.

From the data in Figure 3.38, we can estimate that the transition of shedding hydration shells is near 1.65 nm. The possible explanation is that more hydration shells should be shedded to enter a SWNT under 1.6 nm. Near 1.65 nm, an increase of geometric confinement would reduce the energy to enter the pore, and less hydration shells would be needed to pass through a SWNT. In
this case, $d_{\text{ion}}$ would suddenly be increased near this transition point that turns out a significant increase in $\Delta G$. Also, water molecule structures are quite dependent on the diameter of a SWNT. Near 1.65 nm, water molecules construct well-ordered double-cylindrical structures to amplify the proton flux. Over 1.7 nm, water molecule structures show the transition to the bulk states of the radial distribution from the center of a SWNT, and it would significantly decrease the proton flux per the same area ($\Delta G_{\text{max}}/\text{Area}$). If the blocker only breaks the bulk area near the center, the blocked proton flux would significantly be diminished in comparison to ordered water structures. In addition, in the range of 1.3 nm and 1.6 nm, the number of water molecules in chain networks are small due to its one cylindrical structure surrounding single-chain structure. This reduction in total available hydrogen bonds with D defects in water molecule chains induces a decrease in the overall proton flux, $\Delta G_{\text{max}}$. Under 1.3 nm, water structures would be one cylindrical structure, so that the decrease in $\Delta G_{\text{max}}$ would be promoted in comparison to other ranges. These cointaneous dynamics between water structures ($\Delta G_{\text{max}}$) and the hydration shell size ($d_{\text{ion}}$) explains the overall trend of conductance as a function of SWNTs diameters.
3.5. Understanding Physical Mechanism of Ion and Proton flux in CNTs

Understanding the physical mechanism of ion and proton flux in a SWNT is critical to why we observe the diameter scaling of ion transport and large conductance in a SWNT. Moreover, it will be the solid foundation to develop more advanced nanofluidic devices, such as synthetic biological channel, proton exchange membranes, high performance fuel cell, DNA sequencing, and energy storage devices. The first step is elucidating the ion and water structures inside of a SWNT. It is true that water structures in a confined nanochannel is relatively immobile in comparison to the bulk states. Sometimes, in a specific geometry, the ice or helix formations are constructed inside of it at room temperature, and these amplify the proton flux by Grotthuss mechanism (Proton 'hop' and 'turn'). Another interesting hypothesis is the formation of special water structures inside of SWNTs depending on the diameter. It was already proved in many molecular dynamic simulations that water structures can be changed to various shapes in the diameter range of 1 nm and 2 nm. For the first step, we should confirm whether the water formation at room temperature is immobile in a SWNT or the liquid formation with unique structures.

3.5.1. Set up of Temperature Scaling Experiments relative to Ion Transport

Temperature scaling experiments yield valuable information about water structure in a SWNT with a high aspect ratio. The high proton flux might be induced by either ice-helix water formation or one dimensional proton transport along the unique water molecule chains. The former would be legitimated if we observe the decrease of blockade current via an increase in temperature. On the contrary, if the temperature increase induces the amplification of proton
conductance, the latter hypothesis, the unique water structures with one dimensional proton transport would be persuasive.

To change the temperature of SWNTs and devices, the input of thermal energy is required. However, it is challenging to produce thermal energy without the electrical noise. Most equipments for heat energy generation uses the conversion from electrical to thermal energy. Since the blockade current in ion translocation is in a pA scale, the typical electrical noise from these kinds of electrical equipment (ex: hot plates) would hinder the measurement of sensitive current change. For that reason, the direct heat supply with a torch was chosen as the method for the temperature change. Figure 3.41 shows the modified setup of temperature scaling experiments. The basic components are similar to the previous setup with Ag/AgCl electrodes and voltage clamp. In addition, the thin copper plate (high thermal conductive material) is placed on the bottom of the testing device (Figure 3.41a). The ultrafast responsive thermocouple (Response time < 0.01 sec) is embedded in the copper plate. A torch supplies thermal energy to the copper plate for several seconds. This thermal energy is transferred to the device and a SWNT by means of the similar method using hot plates for baking silicon wafers. All materials are highly thermal conductive, which enables assuming constant temperatures through the heat energy paths. Figure 3.41b is the real image of the temperature scaling setup. The torch is fixed in optical elements on an optical table, and thermocouples are connected to the thermometer that is able to read the temperature in real time.

A torch is turned on when the regular pore blocking events are observed. Figure 3.42 shows the typical response of temperature change by the heat supplies from the torch. The temperature range during this experiment should be under 50 °C since the higher temperature may induce the significant change of water phase as well as the chemical reaction in electrolyte
solutions. According to the calibration process, we found that heat supplies for 7 seconds would be reasonable to change the temperature up to 50 °C. Due to the delay of heat transfer, the temperature reaches the maximum at 20 seconds after stopping the heat supplies from the torch. After the maximum temperature (Figure 3.42), the system is in the cooling process by an environment, and the response is very slow. According to the curve of temperature measurement, we are able to evaluate the ion transport events in the specific temperature range. We divided the temperature range as each 5 °C region and studied the change of dynamics of ion translocation.

Figure 3.41. Setup for temperature scaling experiments for ion transport in a SWNT. (a) Scheme of the device, heating source (Torch), metal plate and thermocouple. (b) Real image of experimental setup. Ultrafast responsive thermocouple with thermometer for minimizing the delay of temperature measurement.

Figure 3.42. Temperature (Celcius) VS Time (sec) plot during the heating by torch and cooling in an environment
3.5.2. Analysis of General Trend of Temperature Scaling

The general trend of temperature scaling experiments is shown in Figure 3.43a. The current traces in our devices are constructed as baseline currents and blockade currents. Although the thick epoxy barrier and UV glue tightly seals the leakage path, it is inevitable to have some leakage current paths through the epoxy structure and UV glue. Thus, the baseline current includes both paths from leakage currents and SWNTs. However, observation of blockade currents clearly indicates the variation of ion transport dynamics as a function of temperature change. When the pore blocking events were observed for a while, we confirmed that the blockade currents and dwell time were in consistent magnitudes. After collecting these data at room temperature (23 °C), the torch was turned on and thermal energy was supplied to devices for several seconds. During the increase in temperature, the blockade current clearly increased while the dwell times were shortened. The increase in baseline currents was originated from both the epoxy structures and SWNTs. After passing the maximum temperature region (~ 50 °C), the device was cooled down to room temperature. During this cooling process, the blockade current slightly decreased whereas the overall dwell time increased. After long cooling process, the temperature approached the room temperature before heating, and the magnitude of blockade current and dwell time were restored. To collect data, we divided current traces to regions with the span of 5 Celsius degree, such as 25-30, 30-35, 35-40, 40-45 and 45-50 °C. Figure 3.43a and Figure 3.43b are the representative dataset for the blockade current and dwell times in different ranges of temperatures, respectively. In these histograms, the average blockade current increases around 3 times as the temperature increase from 25 to 45 °C. However, for the dwell time, the average value decrease under half of its value at a room temperature. Also, it is true that the blockade current clearly follows this trend with a small deviation whereas the dwell time is
widely distributed. This result is consistent to our previous dataset for SWNTs diameter scaling in 3.4.4.

3 devices were evaluated for this temperature scaling data, and the summary of results are shown in Figure 3.44. One device includes a SWNT with a known diameter, and two devices possess SWNTs with unknown diameters. The overall trend for the blockade current and conductance are quite clear in all 3 devices (Figure 3.44a, c). Without any outlier point, the conductance increase is consistent in the range of 20 °C and 50 °C. It means that the proton flux inside of SWNTs would be amplified due to an increase in temperature. Also, this result indicates that the water structures through a SWNT in an applied electric field is not either ice or helix formation. It is close to the liquid phase in this temperature range rather than immovable solid structures. It should be noted that the large difference in the blockade current was maintained in each device. In spite of the temperature change, the orders of intrinsic magnitude of blockade current for 3 devices are stable. These results support that the intrinsic properties of SWNTs would be critical to decide proton flux rate in various temperature range. This result can be explained by the increase of proton concentration and D defects in water molecule chains, which enhances the proton flux through the ordered water structures. The overall trend of dwell time and ion mobility is fluctuated whereas the tendency of conductance as temperature increase seems stable. Even though we estimate the overall trend of dwell time and mobility, some outlier events out of overall trend exist in the plot (Figure 3.44b, d). The general trend is due to the fast diffusion and movement of cations through a SWNT nanochannel. The increase of temperature enhances the movement of diffusion and moving velocity of individual species. In addition, it would amplify the random movements of ions to the orthogonal directions in large diameter SWNTs. Depending on the diameter of SWNTs, the space for free motion of ions would be
expandable. This conformational change induces the transition of ion movements from one dimensional to more random motions. It should be noted that the ion mobility is calculated for only one direction along its length axis, while ion diffusion is possible for all directions. Even if the temperature increase certainly promotes the ion diffusion, it may not be counted on ion mobility enhancements due to the random motions in other directions. In this case, the large fluctuation of ion mobility can be observed through the SWNTs. This hypothesis can explain why we observe stable trend of conductance from proton flux and relatively unstable ion mobility from cation transport.

Figure 3.43. Detail trend of temperature scaling experiments in KCl 3M ionic solutions. (a) Representative current traces during heating and cooling for temperature scaling. (b) Example of data processing for blockade current and dwell time. The length of SWNTs was 1000 μm.
Figure 3.44. Overall Ion transport scaling with temperature dependence.
3.5.3. Activation Energy for Proton Flux

Temperature scaling of transport yields information about the physical mechanism of ion transport through a SWNT. Identification of an activated mechanism, in particular, is revealed. First, we examine the Arrhenius plot (Figure 3.45) for blockade current as a function of reciprocal temperature (1/T (Kelvin)). Using this Arrhenius plot, the activation energy follows as:

\[ \ln(\Delta I) = \ln(z) - \frac{E_a}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} \right) \]

where, \( \Delta I \) is the blockade current, \( z \) is the pre-exponential factor, \( E_a \) is the activation energy, \( R \) is the gas constant, and \( T \) is the absolute temperature. Table 3.1 is the summary of the activation energy. The calculated activation energy from experimental measurements is in the range of 20 and 60 kJ/mol. The activation energy implies the potential barrier to construct the open channel current in SWNTs although it can be varied by pore mouth conditions, such as carboxylic group or impurities. The open channel current might be constructed from proton flux by Grotthuss mechanism (proton hop and turn), or water diffusion, and cation diffusion. The magnitude of activation energy would be critical leading to decide which physical model is validated.

Previous research \(^{191,272-274}\) has explained that the activation energy in the range of 0.1 and 0.5 eV is the proof of proton transfer through water molecule chains by Grotthuss mechanism. This mechanism describes proton transport of excess protons through reforming hydrogen bonds between \( {H_3O}^+ \) and water molecules. This value is in the similar order of hydrogen bond strength in water.\(^{272}\) The 25-60 kJ/mol activation energy would be converted to 0.26-0.62 eV. This activation energy is in a good agreement with the standard of proton 'hop' and 'turn' mechanism. Moreover, this range is quite similar number for the most well known proton exchange membrane made out of nafion that is described through Grotthuss mechanism, which supports
that our physical model might be from the proton 'hop' and 'turn' mechanism. Other scenarios for
the open channel current require the significantly larger activation energy rather than 0.1-0.5 eV.

Figure 3.45. Arrhenius plot for blockade current from ion translocation. Activation energy is extracted
from this plot.

Table 3.1. Activation energy and slope in Arrhenius plot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Slope (Ea/R)</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Ea (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWNT #1:</td>
<td>3075</td>
<td>16.02</td>
<td>25.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWNT #2:</td>
<td>5696</td>
<td>26.89</td>
<td>61.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWNT #3:</td>
<td>7401</td>
<td>22.48</td>
<td>47.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.4. Correlation between Proton Concentration and Temperature Changes

Temperature scaling experiments confirm that water structures inside the SWNT in an applied electric field are close to a liquid phase rather than an ice phase. In this scenario, the increase of the blockade current in a SWNT can be described by proton concentration change. In proton hop and turn through water molecule chains, the reorientation of water molecules has been accepted as the rate limiting step.\textsuperscript{169} Several researchers reported that proton transfer along water molecule chains would be able to the rate limiting step at specific conditions.\textsuperscript{169} However, this debate is restricted to the constant proton concentration. If many available protons exist, the conductance would be proportional to the change of proton concentration near the mouth of nanochannels. The ionic solution at either wells in our devices are contacting with the pore mouth of SWNTs. During the temperature scaling experiments, the temperature of ionic solution increased together, and we may assume that the temperature of the solution is that of the thermocouple.

The proton concentration in solution is related to the water dissociation constant, $K_w$. The water dissociation constant has been explored experimentally, but there is no completed theoretical analysis up to date. In order to anticipate the water dissociation constant in a wide range of temperature, the empirical formula can be used,\textsuperscript{275}

$$K_w = 8.754 \times 10^{-10} \exp\left(\frac{-1.01 \times 10^6}{T^2}\right)$$

(3.8)

where $T$ is the absolute temperature. The water dissociation constants as a function of the temperature is plotted in Figure 3.46a. A proton concentration proportional to $\sqrt{K_w}$ and the relation with a temperature is

Proton concentration $\propto \left(\exp\left(-1.01 \times 10^6 \frac{1}{T^2}\right)\right)^{1/2}$

(3.9)
The range of interests is between 293 K and 323 K. The proton concentration, $\sqrt{K_w}$ at 323 K ($8.3 \times 10^{-8}$) is about 3 times larger than that at 293 K ($2.35 \times 10^{-7}$), as shown in Figure 3.46b. The proton concentration near the pore mouth and SWNTs would be amplified with temperature increases as well, and the magnitude of amplification, roughly 3 times are quite similar to our measurement between 298 K and 323 K, as seen in Figure 3.44.

Moreover, the amplification of water dissociation can directly change the hydrogen bonded network in both a SWNT and pore mouths. As the applied electric field made more ordered or disordered hydrogen bonds in a SWNT, temperature increase can induce the intrinsic change of the structure of hydrogen bonding. Hanasaki et al.\textsuperscript{265} reported that between 300 K and 340 K, the water structure inside of a SWNT is quite stable, and it does not matter for the dynamics of hydrogen bonds. However, in our system, we should consider the effect of the pore mouth. Especially, in the serial circuits of our devices, the narrow, hydrophobic SWNTs would be the dominant factor of the resistance rather than the bulk water region. It turns out that the water impedance in both reservoirs is negligible whereas the impedance between the entrance and the exit of a SWNT channel is high. Therefore, the most of the applied electric field, or the transition of water structures by water dissociation were concentrated on the pore mouth. This large $\Delta V$ and $\Delta$ of water dissociation at the entrance of a SWNT highly amplify the proton flux inside of a SWNT. It is quite consistent to the mechanism of coherence resonance on the previous chapters, the depletion of proton concentration by means of the fast proton flux in a SWNT.

Figure 3.47 shows the direct comparison between the change of blockade current in experiments and the calculated proton concentration. The variation of the magnitude of blockade current in 3 devices are in the range of 2.5 and 4 times. Furthermore, the overall shape of increase of
blockade current is well following the trend of proton concentration, as shown in Figure 3.47, although the detailed shape is slightly different for each device. As it is informed, this increase might be due to the increase of proton concentration near the pore mouth as well as the local dissociation of water near the pore mouth. In addition, another possible mechanism is the increase of the D defects in water chain structures in a SWNT. Proton is transferred along water chains. This proton transfer is regarded as the transfer of defects along the water chains, and the number of protons in a flux should be fixed in the number of defects occupied by protons. These available defects for protons are normally called as D defects. In the Grotthus mechanism for proton flux, each proton would occupy D defects and be transferred along water structures. It is generally accepted that temperature increase significantly amplifies the number of D defects. The rate limiting step in proton flux is known as water reorientation in bulk water. However, for the narrow hydrophobic channel, the potential barrier near the entrance is another critical rate limiting step. Moreover, an applied electric field would make more oriented water molecule chains, and the weight of reorientation is weakened. In conclusion, the amplification of proton concentration and the number of D defects well describe the increase of blockade current as temperature increases.
Figure 3.46. Temperature dependence of water dissociation constant and proton concentration.

Figure 3.47. Comparison of the blockade current of experimental dataset from SWNTs and calculated proton concentration.
3.6. Outlook and Future work

Many interesting directions for future theoretical and applied research exist. First, it should be noted that nanofluidic properties of SWNTs are subjects still under debate in both many theoretical and experimental works. For example, many other numbers have been reported for proton flux inside of SWNTs, experimentally, whereas the transfer mechanism of ions and potential distributions in SWNTs have not been confirmed yet, theoretically. In this work, we mainly explored the experimental verification of nanofluidic behavior of a SWNT with high aspect ratio in an applied electric field. The detail molecular dynamic simulations will give more solid foundation of the dynamics of ion transport in SWNTs. For example, the simulation dealing with SWNTs diameters, an applied electric field, ionic species, and different temperatures will add clear understanding about the behavior of SWNTs ion channels, and it will promote the appearance of the practical applications. Moreover, dynamics in SWNTs ion channels will be affected by the other conditions such as chemistry near the SWNTs, pore mouth conditions, doping effects and so on. Also, the study of proton re-equilibration near the pore mouth from the local pH measurements would elucidate the solid pictures of proton flux in SWNTs.

Another practical research will be the membrane of SWNTs with high aspect ratio. The large proton flux was confirmed in a SWNT. This result suggests that this membrane would be highly proton selective in comparison to relatively slow movement of other species. Also, as the ion Coulter counters, the correct estimation of the number of translocated ions can be expected in this membrane. Also, if the coherence resonance happens in multiple SWNTs and all ion transfers are synchronized, we can construct the molecular waves through the membrane at a
certain point. This molecular wave pulse can be used to design the nanoreactors with controlled numbers of single molecules.

Another interesting subject is the active control of molecule transport in SWNTs. Since cations or most ions are charged molecules in solutions, the externally applied electric field would affect changes of distinct movements of each molecule. It is known that the electromigration wind force exists on the atomic surface of CNTs. Wind force is the electromigration, the transport of material which is caused by the flow of the ions or electrons in a conductor due to the momentum transfer between conducting electrons and atoms. However, there is no proof that the electrical current by external source can control the transport of ions and molecules inside CNTs. The realization of the wind force would give the active control for an acceleration or a deceleration of ion translocation.

For further usability, other interesting molecules may be tested in SWNTs with a high aspect ratio. Current results were collected by a transport of an individual cation. But, this high aspect ratio nano channel may have different ability to detect molecules in comparison to many other nanopores with small aspect ratio, such as silicon nitride nanopores. There are a lot of questions about what kind of molecules can pass through. Also, the vital roles of charged groups near the pore mouth should be explored for the complete understanding. Based on those fundamental aspects, highly selective passage and rejection depending on types of molecules suggests other interesting features, such as desalination. For the further study of the potential usability, transport of nucleobase, biomolecules like protein, and charged amino acid would be quite interesting topics. Also, it has potential application to detect hazardous substances like Arsenic.
4. Conclusion

CNTs have been the most intriguing one-dimensional nanomaterials for a decade. A lot of resources have been invested to study properties and applications of CNTs. It has been proved that CNTs are attractive materials for many future applications of nanodevices. However, in spite of those efforts, there have been still not much uses of CNTs as practical applications due to the lack of the knowledge about the fundamental properties and usability. To overcome this barrier, CNTs have to be explored a lot for both its properties and insights of the practical applications. In this work, we have focused on many intriguing properties and new applications of CNTs that have not been explored up to date.

For the first part, we have developed the unique core-shell nanostructures of CNT/Fuel using the thermal and electrical properties among a lot of useful properties of CNTs. Due to the high thermal conductivity, CNTs are able to produce one-dimensional chain reaction of fuel along its aligned direction. At the same time, the moving thermal wave would induce the movement of electrical charge carriers, which generate the concomitant electrical energy like the pulse. The main contributions in this work are summarized in 1) designing the wet impregnation method for the development of CNT/fuel structures, 2) figuring out the one-dimensional chain reaction in core-shell nanostructures, and 3) realizing thermopower wave as the direct chemical to electrical energy conversion. The most electrical energy generation requires complicated energy conversion systems. The only well-known method is the thermoelectric, but it is limited due to the its low efficiency and large amount of the energy to maintain the temperature difference. Especially, for MEMS or NEMS systems, shrinkable and minuscule power source with high power density would be need for the integration in the extremely small devices. Also, even though some nanomaterials as the additives have been studied to accelerate the chemical
reaction, understanding one-dimensional chemical reaction for CNTs has not be done, and it is important to use CNTs for the practical chemical reactions. We first showed that nanowires with high thermal conductivity would supply the released heat energy on the unreacted regions of fuel which can promote the amplification of a chain reaction. These phenomena were demonstrated in experiment and theoretical study. In the experiments, one-dimensional chemical reaction was realized in core-shell CNT/Fuel layer along its aligned direction with the amplified reaction velocity. This reaction velocity is 1000 times faster than that of bulky fuel layers. Also, it was proven that CNTs would lower the minimum energy to initiate the chemical reaction of fuels. In the theoretical study, the fourier description coupled with energy generation of fuel confirmed that the core-shell nanowire/fuel structures would enhance the efficiency of a reaction depending on the thermal conductivity of nanowire and non-dimensionalized thermal properties of fuel, β. The most central result is the thermopower wave. The one-dimensional chain reaction along nanowire can induce the thermopower wave, which is the electrical energy pulse by the entrained charge carriers in the moving thermal waves. This concept was demonstrated in CNT/Fuel structures. The dynamics being related to the one-dimensional effect and orthogonal heat transfer in thermopower wave were deeply explored, and the optimal structures were suggested for the maximum power generation. The specific powers were compared to the conventional thermoelectrics and other technologies. From this, we proved the hypothesis that the entrained charge carriers by moving thermal waves would amplify the energy generation. These results suggest that the thermopower wave and amplified 1D chain reaction would be good alternatives for either small scale power source with high power density in small volume and mass or the supportive power source using the wasting energy. Since this work is the first demonstration of thermopower wave without more engineering or further modification, it should be explored in
detail to find the optimal conditions of core materials, chemical fuels, efficient ignition and so on. For example, as the extension of thermopower wave concept, the exploration of other TE materials will be able to open the new area from the chemical to electrical energy conversion combined by the nanostructured materials and classical chemical fuels. CNT is useful to generate the amplified chemical reaction whereas it has relatively low Seebeck coefficient around 80 µV/K. However, many efficient thermoelectric materials like Bismuth telluride has high Seebeck coefficient at 300 µV/K, but low thermal conductivity. In this case, this amplified energy generation in the same temperature gradient may be commensurate with the slow chemical reaction and electrical polarity change during the reaction transfer, and it will add the more fundamental understanding for the interaction between nanowire/fuel structures. Also, the complex structures between CNT and TE materials would be the intriguing structures because their weakness of thermopower wave can be commensurate with their strengths (CNT : low Seebeck coefficient and high thermal diffusivity VS. TE material : high Seebeck coefficient and low thermal conductivity).

For the second part, we have explored SWNTs ion channels using the atomically smooth surface and an originally cylindrical shape with the high aspect ratio in the sub-nanometer range. By means of the confinement in a small diameter and a long travel distance along the length axis of CNTs, the applied electric field was able to drive the transport of individual ions through SWNTs. This movement induces the distinctive current traces depending on the many critical parameters. The main contributions in this work are summarized in 1) developing and modifying new platform for SWNTs ion channels, 2) exploring the dynamics of ion translocation in many different conditions (threshold potential, applied electric field, ionic species, coherence resonance, relation between frequency and dwell time) and 3) resolving the roles of SWNTs.
diameter and temperature change for ion transport behavior through a SWNT. Many researchers have reported the results of ion channels with selectivity, nanopores for molecule detection, and transport using nanofluidic channel. These results are very important to make biomimetic ion channel, DNA sequencing, and future nanofluidic applications. However, ion channels were only realized in biological ion channel. Nanopores for molecule detection have been limited in short aspect ratio while the diameter is comparable to 3 to 10 nm. For the nanofluidic channel, the real diameter was in the range of 50 to 1000 nm due to the difficulty of fabrication. In order to overcome these limitations and constructing multifunctional nanofluidic channels, CNTs have been strong candidates. The thorough study for CNTs as nanochannels would form the basis of the practical nanofluidic devices with many intriguing properties such as fast mass transport, large proton flux and ionic selectivity. The most previous studies for CNTs were concentrating on the computational/theoretical works due to the difficulty of the fabrication of working SWNTs ion channels. We first developed the high aspect ratio SWNTs ion channels that can realize the transport of an individual single ion transport and detection. In this platform, the dynamics of ion transport through SWNTs ion channels were studied in many aspects. It was shown that the intrinsic current inside of SWNTs would be constructed by proton flux, while the large cations would be the repetitive blockers for the path of proton flux chains. Also, we demonstrated the existence of threshold potential that should be overcome to observe the first pore-blocking events. The increase of an applied electric fields induced the increase of blockade current and decrease of dwell time. It means that the blocker is the charged molecules. The different ionic species made their distinctive behavior of ion translocations. For more detail studies, the ion transports were explored as a function of diameters of SWNTs (1-2 nm) and temperature changes (25-50 °C). The SWNTs diameter dependences proved that the ion and
proton transfer would have the transition points near the 1.6 nm diameter at maximum due to the change of water molecule chain structures and confinements of ion movements. The increase of temperature amplified the number of available protons for the Grotthuss mechanism as the method for proton transfer. It turned out the increase of proton flux as well as the increase of the blockade current. From those detail experimental studies, we believe that all results would form the basis of understanding the nanofluidic properties of SWNTs and give the critical answers about the debate among many computational/theoretical works. The high aspect ratio SWNTs ion channels would have high potential for many intriguing nanofluidic devices, such as molecular counters for ions, high proton flux membranes, water desalination and nanoreactors for an single molecule.
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Powell et al. observe oscillations from divalent ions precipitating at the pore mouth of a 2-6 nm Si nanopore. These oscillations are distinct from those observed in this work in that they are formed from an unstable (precipitating) system, difficult to sustain without reversible formation and dissolution of the precipitates.


Appendix A: Control Experiments in the Device without SWNTs

Typical current traces with electrolyte in the device without SWNTs

To perform control experiments, we fabricated more than 30 devices without SWNTs. It is shown that current traces with electrolyte in the device without SWNTs predominantly construct flat baseline current. Although they fluctuate with the existence of external perturbation, current traces recover rapidly their original baseline current. At a few times during the measurement, the current level was maintained above or below the average of current traces. In these cases, a gradual increase or decrease in current traces was observed rather than sharp changes. It is due to a flow of ionic solutions through the leakage path of either epoxy or UV glue. The leakage path might be activated by the applied electric field or deactivated by impurities. Because the epoxy barrier did not form the straight, narrow hydrophobic channel, it would not shape multiple coulter states.
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Figure A1. A typical current trace with 3M KCl in the device without SWNTs.

Variance of background and leakage currents and non-stochastic pore-blocking

It should be noted that the absolute magnitude of the baseline current without SWNTs is largely varied by the conditions of the epoxy barrier and UV glue in electrolyte and DI water. To minimize such background and leakage impedance, lower baseline current in the control device without SWNTs could be obtained by employing thicker and larger sealant barriers. In the case of 1mm epoxy barrier thickness, dominant baseline currents were approximately from 20 to 50
pA. However, some control devices establish a higher current level up to 500 pA. To elucidate this peculiar result, we compared the curing time for epoxy structures made out of SU-8 negative photo resist. Insufficient curing time leads to more leakage currents because of the solvent residue in the ultra-thick layer of SU-8 photo resist. In addition, imperfect sealing or wide spreading of UV glue generated an extremely large leakage path. In the case of high background and leakage impedance, without the presence of a SWNT, our devices showed no stochastic pore-blocking events.

Comparison of the absolute magnitude of baseline current in the devices with and without SWNTs

Devices using epoxy structures in the same batch, in general, maintained similar background and leakage current levels in control devices. To investigate the effects of SWNTs on the baseline current, devices with SWNTs are compared to those without SWNTs fabricated by epoxy structures in the same batch. Figure A2 illustrates that the device with many SWNTs (~13) obtain a higher current level than that of the device without SWNTs. Impurities in the device or the defect appearing during fabrication could make permanently or instantly blocked SWNTs. However, the baseline current upto 365 pA in a device with SWNTs is much larger than 32 pA in a device without SWNTs. It shows that a flow current through the interior of SWNTs is added to the background and leakage path in sealant barriers.
**Figure A2.** Comparison of the absolute magnitude of the current level in the devices without (a) SWNTs and (b) with SWNTs constructed by the epoxy structure in same batch.

**Common artifacts 1: False ground in a voltage clamp setup**

In the course of control experiments, we observed two or more random state changes in a device without SWNTs. Figure A3a shows current traces in a device without SWNTs. Even when DI water is being used, current fluctuation can be found in the same device (Figure A3b).

**Figure A3.** Changes of coulter states in a device without SWNTs in 3M KCl (a) and DI water (b).
These state changes in control devices can be explained by the false ground in the voltage clamp setup. The voltage clamp setup uses two electrodes (active electrode and ground). The ground electrode is connected to the substrate of the whole setup. To measure the accurate current level and apply only the electric field between two reservoirs, the device should be perfectly insulated from the ground. Nonconductive materials such as rubber pad can prohibit the false ground during experiments. However, when we measured current traces shown in Figure A3, no insulating material was used between the device and the substrate. Figure A4 shows the comparison between the voltage clamp setup without and with the rubber pad. In the case of no rubber pad (Figure A4a), we measured the shift of current traces as well as current fluctuation by means of the continuous perturbation from the false grounding situation. On the contrary, with the rubber pad (Figure A4b), both current shift and fluctuation disappeared. Therefore, the entire measurements for studying ion transport through a SWNT have been conducted with the insulating material between the device and the ground state, as shown in Figure A5.

Figure A4. Comparison of the current traces (a) without a rubber pad (false grounding) and (b) with a rubber pad (Normal setup) between the device and the ground.
Figure A5. Schematic of the normal voltage clamp setup without the false grounding situation. The rubber pad was inserted to insulate between the device and the ground.

**Common artifacts 2: Disconnection between the anode and solutions**

As a source of another artifact, the disconnection between the anode and ionic solutions or DI water could make the current fluctuation. Solutions in reservoirs of the device were evaporated during the measurement. When the measurement was taken above 40 minutes, a gradual decrease in the solution level in each reservoir was found. Figure A6 illustrates that the reduction in the solution level in each reservoir would cause the disconnection between the anode and the solution. When we observed this specific situation during the measurement, the current was highly shifted up to 1500 pA, and it made the current fluctuation. In addition, the oscillation between contact and non-contact situations induced the repetitive change of current between the baseline current and the highly shifted current level. To prohibit this phenomenon, we have conducted our measurements for 30 minutes, and checked the stable connection at the end of each measurement.
Figure A6. Shift of the current traces during the cycling the connection and disconnection between an anode and an ionic solution. Red and blue arrows indicate the situation of connection and disconnection, respectively.